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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Purpose of the Transit Development Plan 

The DC Circulator Transit Development Plan (TDP), first adopted in 2011, guides the future 
growth of the Circulator bus system, and is updated every three years. The DC Circulator was 
originally conceived by the District Department of Transportation (DDOT) as “a simple, 
inexpensive, and easily navigable surface transit system that complements Metrobus and 
Metrorail.”1 In conjunction with regional partners including DC Sustainable Transportation (DCST), 
Events DC, the National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC), and Destination DC, DDOT’s goal 
was to promote economic activity by facilitating visitor access to neighborhoods in Washington, 
DC and to improve mobility for downtown workers during the workday. 

In 2019, the DC Circulator served 5,527,298 passengers around the District. The DC Circulator 
is characterized by its strong brand featuring: 

• Distinctive, comfortable buses; 
• High-frequency service (all day, 10-

minute headways); 
• Easy to understand routes; and 
• A simple, affordable fare structure. 

The DC Circulator has grown from an 
initial two routes using diesel buses in 2005 
to a more extensive network of six routes 
using clean diesel, hybrid, and electric buses 
today.2 In the summer of 2017, 26 new 40-
foot New Flyer Xcelsior clean diesel buses 
entered service. In the winter of 2018, 14 
battery electric Proterra Catalyst E2 buses 
were delivered and entered service in the 
spring of 2018. As these new buses were 
added to the fleet, the oldest Van Hool buses 
were retired. 

The DC Circulator has also expanded its maintenance and operational capacity to 
accommodate this growing fleet. Buses are dispatched and stored at three separate facilities: the 
17th Street Facility, leased from Nordlinger Investment Corporation in 2018, the Hains Point 
Facility, leased from the National Park Service in 2017, and the South Capitol Street Facility, which 
the District acquired ownership of in 2013. See Section 2.6 Fleet and Facilities for more details. 

This TDP update focuses on evaluating the operations and performance of the DC Circulator 
system and system expansions, including the addition of a new DC Circulator route in Ward 7. 
Evaluation in this report begins with a system overview of current service, fares, costs, and 

 
1 District of Columbia Downtown DC Circulator Implementation Plan, July 2003. 
2 DC Circulator: Meet the Fleet website, available at: https://www.dccirculator.com/meet-the-fleet/  

 
The Zoo Express Bus summer service between Woodley 
Park – Zoo/Adams Morgan Metro station and the 
Smithsonian’s National Zoo launched in 2019. 

https://www.dccirculator.com/meet-the-fleet/
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vehicles. This in-depth evaluation of trends and opportunities helps inform the progress of the 
Circulator’s strategic plan, goals, and objectives. 

All operational and capital changes in the last three years have been evaluated through the 
lens of performance evaluation. Each route is laid out in individual route profiles that highlight key 
performance measures from 2019 operations. System-wide and route-level performance metrics 
were analyzed and compared with performance targets defined in the TDP 2017 Update (Table 
1).  

Table 1 | SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TARGETS 

Performance Measure 2014 2017 2019 
On-Time Performance 84% 72% 66% 
Boardings per Revenue Hour 26 17 21 
Subsidy per Passenger $ 2.87 $ 4.73 $ 3.95 
Farebox Recovery Ratio 19% 12% 8% 
Bus Stops per Mile 5.1 EB 

4.8 WB 
2.98 3.4 

Complaints per 10,000 Passengers 0.52 2.01 0.05 
Preventable Crashes per 10,000 
Miles 

0.43 0.07 0.16 

 A market analysis and a travel flow analysis were conducted to determine the demand for 
transit in Ward 7 (the study area for new Circulator service) and the District in full (See Chapter 4 
System and Service Recommendations). These analyses revealed key opportunities for 
improvement regarding service performance, marketing, and customer satisfaction, which will be 
addressed later in this document. 
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Figure 1 | TDP Planning Process 

1.2. Transit Development Plan Process 
The TDP 2020 Update is the result of a planning process focused on improving existing service. 

The planning process involved a variety of stakeholders and members of the public (Figure 1). 
Although the different steps of the process are described discretely, planning was not strictly linear, 
and each input continually informed the development of the TDP 2020 Update.  

 

 

 

Of note, Section 2.3 Strategic Goals and Objectives defines the goals and objectives that 
provided the framework for this planning process. Throughout the process potential new routes, 
route extensions, and other route modifications were evaluated against these elements. 
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
2.1. History 

In 2003, DDOT, in partnership with the 
Downtown Business Improvement District 
(Downtown BID), the National Capital Planning 
Commission (NCPC), and the Washington 
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), 
explored the potential for a new bus system in the 
downtown Washington, DC core. Table 2 describes 
the major milestones in the history of the DC 
Circulator. 

Table 2 | Circulator Historic Service Timeline 

Timeframe Routes Milestone Reached 
July 2005 GT-US Georgetown – Union Station The DC Circulator system began with 

the introduction of these two routes 
linking major activity centers in the 
northwest and southwest of the 
District. 

CC-
SW 

Convention Center –  
SW Waterfront 

March 
2006 

S-NGA Smithsonian –  
National Gallery of Art 

This new route expanded access 
between museums in the downtown 
core. 

March 
2009 

WP-
AM 

Woodley Park – Adams 
Morgan – McPherson Square 

These two new routes expanded 
access to destinations including Penn 
Quarter, Adams Morgan, Union 
Station, and Navy Yard. US-NY Union Station – Navy Yard 

September 
2010 

DP-RS Dupont Circle – Rosslyn The Circulator expanded beyond the 
borders of Washington, DC after a 
special allowance was made by DC 
Council for this originally privately 
funded route to be incorporated into 
the public transit system.  

September 
2011 

S-NGA Smithsonian –  
National Gallery of Art 

DDOT suspended operation of both 
the routes due to low ridership and a 
need to reduce operating 
expenditures. In September 2011, 
WMATA’s Metrobus Route 74 
replaced the DC Circulator 
Convention Center – SW Waterfront 
route with seven-day service. 

CC-
SW 

Convention Center –  
SW Waterfront 

 
DDOT officials launched the National Mall route in 
partnership with the National Park Service in 2015. 
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October 
2011 

PS Potomac Avenue Metro – 
Skyland 

This new route expanded access to 
destinations across the Anacostia 
River between the Potomac Avenue 
Metro, Skyland Town Center, and 
Barracks Row. 

June 2015 NM National Mall This new route expanded access 
between Union Station and the 
museums and monuments of the 
National Mall. Operating costs are 
shared through a partnership between 
DDOT and the National Park Service 
(NPS). 

June 2018 CH-US Congress Heights – Union 
Station 

This new route connects Union 
Station and Congress Heights Metro 
via Barracks Row and Historic 
Anacostia.  

June 2018 EM-LP Eastern Market – L’Enfant 
Plaza 

This new route connects Eastern 
Market Metro to L'Enfant Plaza Metro 
via Barracks Row, Navy Yard Metro, 
M Street SE/SW, and the Waterfront 
Metro. 

February 
to October 
2019 

DP-RS Dupont Circle – Rosslyn All DC Circulator rides were made 
fare free from February to October 
2019 initially as a part of Mayor 
Bowser’s Fair Shot February initiative 
in response to the federal government 
shutdown.3 

GT-US Georgetown – Union Station 
WP-
AM 

Woodley Park – Adams 
Morgan – McPherson Square 
Metro 

EM-LP Eastern Market – L’Enfant 
Plaza 

CH-US Congress Heights – Union 
Station 

NM National Mall 
June to 
September 
2019 

WP-
AM 

Zoo Express The Zoo Express Bus was launched 
during the summer season as a new 
pilot Circulator service, closing a half-
mile transit gap between the WMATA 
Woodley Park – Zoo/Adams Morgan 
Metro Station, the Smithsonian 
National Zoo, and local businesses 
and residences. 

 
3 More information about the Mayor’s #FairShotFebruary initiative is available at: 
https://mayor.dc.gov/release/mayor-bowser-delivers-2019-state-district-address 

https://mayor.dc.gov/release/mayor-bowser-delivers-2019-state-district-address
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2.2. Market Trends 
DDOT has streamlined its management structure since the last TDP Update in 2017. In 

September 2018, DDOT took over the management and oversight of the DC Circulator operations 
and maintenance service contract from the Washington Area Metropolitan Transit Authority 
(WMATA). 4  DDOT’s departmental realignment helped the agency build the organizational 
structure and capacity to perform the operations and maintenance function that WMATA had 
previously performed. 

In 2019, DDOT expanded the number of dedicated DC Circulator staff to enhance oversight of 
system service, maintenance, technology investments, safety, contracting, and financial support. 
DDOT began contracting with a Program Management Consultant (PMC), which has aided system 
operations and maintenance oversight, enhanced training, and procurement.  

DDOT receives customer complaints directly through the DC Circulator website, social media 
accounts, and DDOT’s call center. Since October 2018, DDOT holds regular weekly meetings with 
RATP Dev’s Circulator General Manager and other staff. Specifically, DDOT staff have worked 
with RATP Dev to investigate and resolve customer complaints. For more information on public 
involvement with the Circulator through DDOT, see Section 3.5 and Section 4.2.  

2.3. Strategic Goals and Objectives 
DC Circulator’s original strategies were:  

• To improve the quality of the surface transit experience;  
• To stimulate non-bus riders to use a bus for short trips;  
• To demonstrate to other transit operators that a focus on improving the rider’s transit 

experience builds ridership and popularity of bus service; and  
• To help reduce congestion and air pollution.  

Then, through the 2011 TDP, DDOT developed a clear set of strategic goals and objectives to 
guide the growth of the network. Each strategic goal is a long-term outcome that the DC Circulator 
aims to achieve. A series of short-term objectives support and dictate measurable actions for each 
goal. 

The TDP strategic goals and objectives (Table 3) provide a framework for the planning process. 
They also help to define the role of the DC Circulator within the greater transit network that includes 
Metrobus, Metrorail, and the DC Streetcar. DDOT has used the TDP goals, objectives, and 
measures to analyze existing operations, recommend service changes, and identify and evaluate 
corridors for expanded DC Circulator routes. 

DDOT assesses progress on the stated goals and objectives using two types of measures. For 
Goals 1 and 2, operational performance measures (OPM) are used to track the success of 
operations and guide service changes to achieve improved performance. For Goals 3 and 4, 
service planning measures (SPM) serve as criteria to guide the expansion of the network. While 

 
4 More information about the Circulator’s transition of oversight from WMATA is available at: 
https://ddot.dc.gov/release/dc-circulator-operations-and-maintenance-services-contract-public-roundtable  

https://ddot.dc.gov/release/dc-circulator-operations-and-maintenance-services-contract-public-roundtable
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most measures have specific targets, the performance of each route must be analyzed within its 
context.  
 
Table 3 | DC Circulator Strategic Goals and Objectives 

Goals Objectives 
GOAL 1:  
Provide a high-
quality transit 
network. 

1A. Provide efficient, reliable, limited-stop, and high frequency service. 
1B. Ensure clean, safe, and courteous operations. 
1C. Design and maintain the system so that it is easy to use and 
understand. 
1D. Maintain an affordable and simple fare structure. 

GOAL 2:  
Maximize financial 
and operational 
return on 
investment. 

2A. Provide transit priority measures along DC Circulator routes. 
2B. Maximize the level of service that can be provided with the financial 
resources available. 
2C. Establish DC Circulator performance criteria and provide public 
evaluation reports. 
2D. Identify sustainable financial partnerships. 

GOAL 3:  
Promote economic 
activity in existing 
and developing 
activity centers and 
support a transit-
oriented lifestyle. 

3A. Connect multi-use activity centers that demonstrate significant 
demand for transit throughout the day. 
3B. Complement existing transit options and link to other non-auto 
transportation modes. 
3C Provide connections to ease Metrorail core capacity constraints. 
3D. Ensure widespread awareness and understanding of the DC 
Circulator system. 
3E Maximize the provision of real-time information to customers. 
3F. Provide service that addresses multiple trip purposes (work, school, 
shopping, entertainment, etc.). 

GOAL 4:  
Strengthen the 
surface transit 
network in the 
District for all users. 

4A. Reduce transit gaps between existing and future activity centers 
throughout the District. 
4B. Improve mobility to and from the monumental core. 
4C. Increase utilization of the DC Circulator system by residents, 
employees, and visitors. 
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2.4. Levels of Service 
DDOT began operation of the first two DC Circulator bus routes in 2005. Today, DDOT 

operates six Circulator routes across five of the District’s eight Wards, along with a terminus at 
Rosslyn in Northern Virginia. Two of these six routes were introduced in 2018, following 
recommendations from the TDP 2017 Update. The DC Circulator service is scheduled to run every 
10 minutes in all periods.  

Three of the six DC Circulator routes operate from 6:00 am until midnight on weekdays and 
until 3:00 am on Fridays and Saturdays. Sunday service was reduced from weekday service for 
all routes in the morning hours. Table 4 shows the span of service for each route and for each 
day type. All routes operate on the same schedule year-round, except for the National Mall route, 
which has a longer span in the summer to accommodate increased visitors and activities at the 
National Mall. The DC Circulator also modifies services for special events around the District. 
Table 5 outlines the special services and when they are operated. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, service levels were reduced, and public health measures 
were taken to protect DC Circulator riders. Fares were suspended on all routes through the end 
of Mayor Muriel Bowser’s declared public health emergency from March 18, 2020, until September 
30, 2021. On March 27, late night weekend service was suspended. Since April 1, in accordance 
with Mayor’s Order 2020-066 and federal law, passengers have been required to wear masks or 
face coverings while aboard DC Circulator buses. The mask requirement is exempted for 
individuals who cannot wear a mask or face covering due to a medical condition or disability, or 
who are unable to remove a mask without assistance, and from children under the age of two 
years old.  

During the summer of 2021 DC Circulator service was restored completely in all routes and 
late-night service was reinstated. On September 11, 2021, the National Mall route was restored 
to serve certain museums and galleries that opened with a limited capacity under Phase Two of 
the District’s Reopening. 

Table 4 | Circulator Routes Span of Service 

Abbreviation Route Name Mon–Thu. Friday Saturday Sunday 

DP-RS Dupont Circle– Rosslyn 6 am – 
Midnight 

6 am – 3 
am 

7 am – 3 
am 

7 am – 
Midnight 

GT-US Georgetown–Union Station 6 am – 
Midnight 

6 am – 3 
am 

7 am – 3 
am 

7 am – 
Midnight 

WP-AM Woodley Park – Adams Morgan 
– McPherson Square Metro 

6 am – 
Midnight 

6 am – 
3:30 am 

7 am – 
3:30 am 

7 am – 
Midnight 

EM-LP Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza 6 am – 9 pm 7 am – 9 pm 
CH-US Congress Heights – Union 

Station 
6 am – 9 pm 7 am – 9 pm 

NM National Mall  Winter Hours 7 am – 7 pm 9 am – 7 pm 
Summer Hours 7 am – 8 pm 9 am – 8 pm 
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Table 5 | Circulator Special Services5 

Special Service Period of Operation Span 
Zoo Lights Shuttle: Service 
between Woodley Park Metro 
Station and Panda Plaza Bus 
Lot 

End of November–
December 

(Fri.–Sun.) 5:00 pm- 10:00 pm 

Zoo Express Shuttle: Service 
between Woodley Park Metro 
Station and Panda Plaza Bus 
Lot. 

May–September (Mon.–Fri.) 6:00 am – 8:00 pm 
(Sat.–Sun.) 8:00 am – 8:00 pm 

CH-US: Washington Mystics 
Game Day Service 

All Washington Mystics 
home games 

Service is extended until 10:00 pm for 
all games beginning after 7:00 pm 

EM-LP: Washington Nationals 
Game Day Service 

All Washington Nationals 
home games 

(Mon.–Sat.) Service is extended until 
midnight for all games beginning at 
6:00 pm or later 
(Sun.) Span is extended to 10:00 am 
– 10:00 pm 

EM-LP: Audi Stadium Game 
Day Service 

All Audi Field games that 
begin at 7:00 pm or later 

Service is extended until 11:00 pm 

 

2.5. Fare Structure 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, all fares on the Circulator were suspended by the Mayor’s 

Order 2020-066 to allow passengers to board the bus from the back door in support of social 
distancing practices recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).6 In 
2019, all routes were free for eight months as part of Mayor Bowser’s “Fair Shot” initiative. 

Except during the fare free periods, the DC Circulator’s fare of $1.00 has remained unchanged 
since the system began in 2005. A simple, affordable fare is part of the DC Circulator brand. The 
fare has been $1.00 for DC Circulator regardless of whether riders pay by cash (exact change 
required) or SmarTrip card. Additionally, a 7-day WMATA regional bus pass is accepted via 
SmarTrip cards. The DC Circulator has been using SmarTrip technology since the beginning of 
transit operations in 2005. Discounted fares are available for senior citizens and persons with 
disabilities ($0.50). Free trips are available for DC students (with a Kids Ride Free SmarTrip card 
on weekdays, 5:30 am-9:00 am, 2:00 pm-8:00 pm), children under 5 years old, Arlington Rapid 
Transit (ART) passengers and, within two hours, passengers transferring from a WMATA or 
Circulator bus.  

 
5 These services were launched in 2019 and suspended in March 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
6 More about the Mayor’s public health measures for the DC Circulator is available at: 
https://coronavirus.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/coronavirus/page_content/attachments/Mayors-Order-2020-
066-Extensions-of-Public-Emergency-and-Public-Health.pdf  

https://coronavirus.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/coronavirus/page_content/attachments/Mayors-Order-2020-066-Extensions-of-Public-Emergency-and-Public-Health.pdf
https://coronavirus.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/coronavirus/page_content/attachments/Mayors-Order-2020-066-Extensions-of-Public-Emergency-and-Public-Health.pdf
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Eighty-three percent of DC Circulator riders pay their fare with a SmarTrip card (which could 
also include WMATA’s 7-day regional bus pass); of the remaining users, 12 percent pay in cash, 
and two percent pay using a Kids Ride Free SmarTrip card (formerly a DC One Card), according 
to the 2019 Customer Satisfaction Survey. While SmarTrip is used most frequently, riders on the 
National Mall route are significantly more likely than those on other routes to pay for their fare 
using cash (45 percent, compared to 3 percent-12 percent on all other routes) and are least likely 
to use SmarTrip (52 percent versus 82 percent-92 percent). 

2.6. Fleet and Facilities 
There are currently 72 vehicles in operation. DDOT began introducing hybrid electric vehicles 

to the fleet in 2015; 14 battery electric vehicles were added in 2018. In the current fleet plan 
(Figure 2), the Circulator fleet of buses will be fully electric by 2030, with additional electric buses 
expected to be added to the fleet in 2023 and 2024. Currently, there are 14 electric vehicles in 
use. The average total capacity for the fleet is 77 passengers and the 14 Van Hool buses retiring 
in 2022 have the lowest capacity at 71. Table 6 shows the fleet breakdown by type. 

DDOT operates the Circulator from three facilities in the District. The total bus parking capacity 
across all facilities is 72; with the current fleet of 72 vehicles, the facilities are at capacity. Table 
7 shows the capacity and features at each facility. All facilities have undergone renovations in 
the last decade and include limited office space. 
  
Figure 2 | Existing and Projected Fleet Vehicle Types 
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Table 6 | Current and Future Fleet 

Flee
t 
Size 

Manufacturer Sub-Fleet Model Propulsion Year of 
introductio
n to fleet 

Target 
Retirement 

14 Van Hool 2009 30' Van 
Hool 

A300K Diesel 2009 2022 

18 New Flyer 2014-2015 New 
Flyer 

Xcelsior Clean Diesel 2015 2027 

26 New Flyer 2017 New Flyer Xcelsior Diesel 
Hybrid 

2017 2029 

14 Proterra 2017 Proterra Catalyst E2 Battery-
Electric 

2018 2031 

14 Proterra 2022 Proterra  ZX5 Battery-
Electric 

Battery-
Electric 

2023 2041 

17 TBD TBD TBD Battery-
Electric 

2024 2042 

 

Table 7 | Circulator Facilities 

Facility Bus Parking 
Spaces 

Maintenance 
Bays 

Wash 
Bays 

17th Street 40 3 1 
Hain’s Point 18 0 0 
South Capitol 
Street 

14 0 0 
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3. EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING 
SYSTEM 

3.1. Updates Since the Prior Transit Development Plan 
In FY 2019, there were three recommendations of the TDP 2017 Update unimplemented: the 

change in direction of D Street SE at Eastern Market, bus stop consolidation on the Georgetown 
– Union Station route, and the extension of the Dupont Circle – Rosslyn route to U Street.7 DDOT 
attended a series of community meetings with the ANC 6B Transportation Committee, concerning 
the proposed change of direction on D Street SE, which DDOT detailed in a notice of intent (NOI). 
In a letter commenting on the NOI, the ANC opposed DDOT’s proposal to change the direction 
and reroute the eastern terminus of the Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza route. DDOT gave great 
weight to the ANC’s determination and chose not to pursue the change of direction.  

DDOT performed further analysis for bus stop consolidation on the Georgetown – Union 
Station route in the context of planning for the K Street Transitway project. Final bus stop 
consolidations will be subject to public outreach and a public hearing prior to launch this spring 
(See section 5.3.3).  

The extension of the Dupont Circle – Rosslyn route to U Street will require additional vehicles, 
which DDOT at this time is not in the position to procure until the new permanent facility is finalized. 
However, this current TDP update includes additional information regarding the terminus at the U 
Street/Shaw neighborhood (Reference page). This TDP 2022 Update will provide final guidance 
as to vehicle requirement and routing for the route extension to U Street, as well as an overall 
system evaluation, and the results of a public outreach process analyzing multiple options for a 
new Ward 7 route. Any recommended system changes will be subject to a public hearing before 
implementation. 

OPERATIONAL CHANGES 
Table 8 outlines the major operational changes that occurred as a result of implementing the 

TDP 2017 Update recommendations on June 24, 2018. While performance and efficiency cannot 
be directly linked to one service change, they can be related. Performance changes since the TDP 
2017 Update are also shown in Table 8.  

Span changes on the Georgetown – Union Station, Dupont Circle – Rosslyn, and Woodley 
Park – Adams Morgan routes were first implemented in October 2016 and made permanent in 

 
7 More information about the status of the TDP 2017 Update, completed every three years by DDOT, is available at: 
https://dccouncil.us/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/ddot.pdf. 

https://dccouncil.us/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/ddot.pdf
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2018 in response to the WMATA SafeTrack plan to improve safety and reliability through track 
work.8 

 

Table 8 | Major Operational Changes 

2017 TDP Service Change Performance Change 

Introduction of the Eastern Market – 
L’Enfant Plaza route (discontinued 
Union Station – Navy Yard route) 

N/A 

Introduction of the Congress Heights – 
Union Station route (discontinued 
Potomac Avenue Metro – Skyland route) 

N/A 

Consistent year-round hours were 
implemented on all routes except the 
National Mall route9 

N/A 

Woodley Park – Adams Morgan route 
span change to start at 6:00 am 
weekdays 

From 2017 to 2019, ridership on trips before 7:00 am grew 
49 percent, while the number of riders on trips between 
7:00 am and 8:00 am grew 14 percent. This shows that the 
additional trips before 7:00 am were effective (Figure 3).* 

Dupont Circle – Rosslyn route span 
change to start at 6:00 am weekdays 

From 2017 to 2019, the number of riders on trips before 
7:00 am grew 49 percent, while the number of riders on 
trips between 7:00 am and 8:00 am grew 2 percent and 
overall ridership grew 19 percent. This shows that the 
additional trips before 7:00 am were effective (Figure 4). 

Dupont Circle – Rosslyn route span 
change to end at 3:00 am Fridays and 
Saturdays 

N/A 

Georgetown – Union Station route span 
change to start at 6:00 am weekdays 

From 2017 to 2019, the number of riders on trips before 
7:00 am grew 46 percent, while the number of riders on 
trips between 7:00 am and 8:00 am grew 12 percent and 
overall ridership grew 16 percent. This shows that the 
additional trips before 7:00 am were effective (Figure 5).* 

Georgetown – Union Station route span 
change to end at 3:00 am Fridays and 
Saturdays 

From 2015 to 2016, the number of riders on trips after 9:00 
pm grew 28 percent, while the number of riders on trips 
between 8:00 pm and 9:00 pm grew 6 percent and overall 
ridership grew 19 percent. From 2017 to 2019, the number 
of riders on trips after 9:00 pm grew 14 percent, whereas 
overall ridership grew 16 percent. This shows that while the 

 
8 SafeTrack was an accelerated maintenance program on Metrorail that ran from June 2016 through June 2017. 
Metrorail’s hours of operation were adjusted so that the system closed at midnight seven days a week at the start of 
SafeTrack. Circulator modified service in conjunction with each phase of SafeTrack in order to provide travel 
alternatives to impacted Metrorail passengers. More about DDOT’s service changes in coordination with WMATA’s 
track work is available at: https://ddot.dc.gov/page/ddots-transit-options-during-wmatas-safetrack-surges.  
9 The National Mall route ridership in January and February was deemed insufficient for the same span as the rest of 
the year 

https://ddot.dc.gov/page/ddots-transit-options-during-wmatas-safetrack-surges
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2017 TDP Service Change Performance Change 
additional service after 9:00 pm was effective, it has not led 
to a significantly further increase in ridership once made 
permanent (Figure 6).** 

Late-night service between McPherson 
Square and Union Station on 
Georgetown – Union Station route 

N/A 

*For Monday–Thursday trips     **For Friday trips 
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Figure 3 | Change in Ridership: WP-AM Monday-Thursday 

 

Figure 4 | Change in Ridership: DP-RS Monday-Thursday 
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Figure 5 | Change in Ridership: GT-US Monday-Thursday 

 
 
Figure 6 | Change in Ridership: GT-US Friday 
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SPECIAL SERVICE OPERATIONAL CHANGES 
Special service implemented by DDOT since the last TDP 2017 Update include: 
• Zoo Express Bus (Woodley Park to Zoo) 

o Operated May 4–September 30, 2019 
o Span: 6:00 am–8:00 pm weekdays, 8:00 am–8:00 pm weekdays 

• ZooLights Shuttle (Woodley Park to Zoo) 
o Operated November 23, 2019–January 1, 2020 

• Washington Nationals service. Span: 5:00 p.m-10:00 pm Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays 
o Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza route span extended to midnight for all home games 

starting after 6:00 pm Monday–Saturday 
o Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza route span from 11:00 am–9:00 pm for Sunday home 

games 
• Audi Field service 

o Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza route span extended to 11:00 pm for all Audi Field 
games that start at 7:00 pm or later 

• Washington Mystics service 
o Congress Heights – Union Station route span extended to 10:00 pm for all Mystics games 

starting at 7:00 pm or later, Monday–Sunday 

3.2. Analysis of Current Service 
Productivity measures and targets for the DC Circulator have been updated since the 2017 

TDP. Farebox recovery as an operational performance measure (OPM) was eliminated after the 
2017 TDP in order to prioritize the accessibility of the DC Circulator to low-income populations. In 
2018, DDOT initiated a new operations and maintenance contract with RATP Dev for the DC 
Circulator system, which established new performance standards.10 DDOT has aligned the TDP 
2020 Update performance evaluation with the system contract’s customer-focused performance 
standards. Table 9 outlines the performance measures currently in place and the target for each 
measure. 

Table 9 | Performance Measures & Targets 

Performance Measure Target 
On-time performance 90 percent of headways between 5 and 15 minutes 
Boardings per revenue hour 25 boardings per revenue hour 
Cost per rider $4.00 or less per rider 

 
10 For more information about DDOT’s operation and maintenance contract, see this October 2018 press release: 
https://www.ratpdev.com/sites/default/files/annexes/communiques/RAPT%20Dev%20Circulator%20Announcement.
%20ENG_0.pdf.  

https://www.ratpdev.com/sites/default/files/annexes/communiques/RAPT%20Dev%20Circulator%20Announcement.%20ENG_0.pdf
https://www.ratpdev.com/sites/default/files/annexes/communiques/RAPT%20Dev%20Circulator%20Announcement.%20ENG_0.pdf
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Performance Measure Target 
Bus stops  
per mile 

Providing limited-stop service with no more than four stops 
per mile 

Customer complaints  
per 10,000 passengers 

0.5 complaints per 10,000 riders 

Preventable crashes per 10,000 
revenue miles 

0 preventable crashes 

ON-TIME PERFORMANCE 
The current target for on-time performance (OTP) for a route is 90 percent within 5–15 minutes 

of the 10-minute headways. In 2019, no routes met that target, and the average on-time 
performance was 66 percent. The average OTP fell in the summer months, starting in April and 
ending in August (Figure 7). The highest-performing route in terms of OTP is the Dupont Circle – 
Rosslyn route, with 76 percent of arrivals on-time, and the lowest performing route is the Congress 
Heights – Union Station route with 57 percent of arrivals on-time (Table 10).

Figure 7 | Average On-Time Performance by Month and Route, 2019 

 
Table 10 | Average On-Time Performance (OTP) by Route, 2019 

Route On-Time Performance 
(OTP) 

DP-RS 76% 
GT-US 62% 
WP-AM   75% 
EM-LP 58% 
CH-US 57% 

NM 69% 
Average 66% 
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RIDERSHIP 
In calendar year 2019, the DC Circulator served 5,527,298 rides, an eight percent increase 

from 2015 (Figure 8). Ridership has declined from 2015 to 2019 for three of the six Circulator 
routes: Georgetown – Union Station (14 percent decline), Woodley Park – Adams Morgan (one 
percent decline),11 and Rosslyn – Dupont Circle (eight percent decline) (Figure 9). The Congress 
Heights – Union Station and Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza routes, which began operation in 
2018, have both seen an increase in ridership in 2019. The National Mall route saw a decrease in 
ridership in 2017 but more than doubled in ridership from 2015 to 2019. Fridays and Saturdays 
make up a disproportionately large portion of the overall ridership for each route (Figure 10).   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11 WMATA implemented Metrobus Extra Route 59 on the 14th Street NW corridor in January 2018, which was 
anticipated to negatively impact ridership on the WP-AM route. The minimal change in Circulator ridership despite a 
new parallel high-frequency service illustrates the attractiveness of the Circulator on this corridor. 
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Figure 9 | Annual Ridership by Route, 2015-2019 

 

Figure 10 | Annual Ridership by Day Type and Route, 201912 

 

  

 
12 Late-night ridership is measured as early morning ridership. Therefore, ridership from 12:00 am to 3:00 am on 
Friday is counted on Saturday and ridership from 12:00 am to 3:00 am is counted on Sunday. 
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PRODUCTIVITY – PASSENGERS PER REVENUE HOUR 
Passengers per revenue hour is a comparison of the total passengers carried on a route to the 

total number of revenue hours operated by the route. This measure is used to determine the 
productivity of a route’s average revenue hour. The target rate of passengers per revenue hour is 
25 boardings per hour. Only one route overall meets that target: the Woodley Park – Adams 
Morgan route (it also meets that target in all reporting periods except for Sundays). The National 
Mall route meets the target on Saturdays and Sundays (Table 11 and Figure 11). The overall 
system’s average number of passengers per hour is slightly higher on Saturdays, which could 
indicate that the DC Circulator is used more for recreation and tourism than for commuting. The 
lowest performing route is the Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza route on weekdays and the 
Congress Heights – Union Station route on weekends. 

Table 11 | Passengers per Revenue Hour, 2019 

Route Monday - 
Thursday 

Friday Saturday Sunday Average13 

DP-RS 22.7 22.1 19.5 17.1 20.4 

GT-US 26.3 22.1 20.8 21.0 22.5 

WP-AM 29.1 29.5 28.1 23.1 27.5 

EM-LP 12.9 12.4 13.1 11.7 12.5 

CH-US 18.2 18.5 12.4 10.0 14.8 

NM 19.8 20.9 43.4 42.8 31.7 

Average 21.5 20.9 22.9 21.0 21.6 

Figure 11 | Passengers per Revenue Hour by Day Type and Route, 2019 

 

 
13 This is the average of all routes and all day types. 
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PRODUCTIVITY – PASSENGERS PER REVENUE MILE 
Passengers per revenue mile is a comparison of the total passengers carried on a route to the 

total number of revenue miles14 operated by the route. This measure is used to determine the 
productivity of each route’s average revenue mile. The overall system’s average passengers per 
revenue mile is highest on Saturday and lowest on Sundays (Table 12). The two highest 
performing routes on weekdays and weekends are the National Mall and Woodley Park – Adams 
Morgan routes (Figure 12). 

Table 12 | Passengers per Revenue Mile, 2019 

Route Monday -  
Thursday 

Friday Saturday Sunday Average15 

DP-RS 4.6 4.3 3.9 3.5 4.1 

GT-US 4.9 4.2 3.7 3.7 4.1 

WP-AM 5.4 5.3 5.1 4.3 5.0 

EM-LP 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.1 

CH-US 2.9 3.0 1.8 1.4 2.3 

NM 3.6 3.8 7.4 7.1 5.5 

Average 3.9 3.8 4.0 3.7 3.8 

Figure 12 | Passengers per Revenue Mile by Day Type and Route, 2019 

 

  

 
14 Vehicle Revenue Miles (VRM) is defined by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) as mileage from the first 
customer pick-up to the last customer drop-off, excluding any miles traveled during the contractually agreed upon 
lunch interval, during vehicle down time due to mechanical failure, or during intervals where driver is not scheduled 
in active revenue service. 
15 This is the average of all routes and all day types. 
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COST PER RIDER 
The total cost per rider is an important metric for the DC Circulator because it measures the 

cost efficiency of the service related to its use. The DC Circulator has set a target for cost per rider 
at $4.00 or less. This measure helps to identify when and where service dollars are being spent 
in areas that are not generating enough ridership. Table 13 shows the cost per rider for the past 
three fiscal years. From FY 2017 to FY 2019, there was a 27 percent decrease in the average 
cost per rider, bringing the 2019 cost per rider to just $0.30 over the target for this measure. This 
can be attributed in large part to the increase in ridership outpacing the increase in cost of service. 

Table 13 | Cost per Rider, FY 2017-FY 2019 

Fiscal 
Year 

Cost per 
Rider 

Difference from 
Target 

2017 $5.87 +$1.87 
2018 $5.67 +$1.67 
2019 $4.30 +$0.30 

 
BUS STOPS PER MILE 

Too many stops along a route can slow down the delivery of service. A goal of the DC Circulator 
is to offer fast, close-to-limited-stop service by spacing bus stops to be no more than four stops 
per mile along a route. These values are shown in Table 14. The Georgetown – Union Station 
route is the only DC Circulator route that is over the limit, with 4.82 bus stops per mile. 

Table 14 | Route Stop Inventory and Average Stop Spacing 

Route Total Route  
Length 

Unique  
Stops 

Stops  
per Mile 

Difference  
from Limit 

DP-RS 4.22 16 3.79 0.21 under limit 
GT-US 9.75 47 4.82 0.82 over limit 
WP-AM 6.75 16 2.37 1.63 under limit 
EM-LP 5.95 23 3.86 0.14 under limit 
CH-US 11.20 31 2.77 1.23 under limit 
NM 6.87 15 2.18 1.82 under limit 
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INCIDENTS AND CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS 
A preventable incident, or crash, is any “collision in which the vehicle Operator is found to be 

partially or wholly at fault,” according to the DC Circulator’s operations and maintenance contract. 
The DC Circulator tracks preventable and non-preventable accidents and incidents as well as 
customer complaints. The performance target for customer complaints is less than or equal to 0.5 
complaints per 10,000 passengers, and the performance target for preventable crashes is 0 per 
10,000 miles. 

Table 15 shows the number of complaints and preventable incidents, for all six routes 
combined, by month. The system met the customer complaint target with less than 0.5 customer 
complaints per 10,000 passengers but failed to meet the target for preventable crashes per 10,000 
miles. Overall, there were more preventable incidents in the winter months than in the other 
seasons. In 2019, the rate of customer complaints began to improve in May and was consistently 
below three complaints per 10,000 passengers for the remainder of the year. 

Table 15 | Customer Complaints and Preventable Accidents per 10,000 Passengers, 2019 

Month Customer Complaints/10k 
Passengers 

Preventable Crashes/10k 
Miles 

January 4.08 2.04 
February 3.02 2.25 
March 3.55 2.10 
April 4.43 2.08 
May 3.05 2.08 
June 2.89 2.22 
July 2.04 2.05 
August 1.41 1.98 
September 1.25 2.08 
October 1.12 1.97 
November 1.50 2.06 
December 1.25 2.46 
2019 Total 0.05 0.24 
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Figure 13 details the number of preventable incidents, or crashes, by month for the entire 
system. The months with the highest number of incidents are January, May, and September. 
Table 16 shows the breakdown of preventable incidents by route for 2019. Most preventable 
incidents occur on routes that are operating special service, like trips to the National Zoo, or when 
the bus is not operating on a route and is deadheading.16 

Figure 13 | Preventable Incidents by Month, 2019 

 
Table 16 | Total Preventable Incidents by Route, 201917 

Route Number of  
Preventable Accidents 

Percent of  
2019 Total 

EM-LP 5 9% 
NM 5 9% 
RS-DP 6 11% 
WP-AM 7 13% 
CH-US 9 16% 
GT-US 11 20% 
Other 12 22% 

 
  

 
16 Deadheading is defined by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) as the miles and hours that a vehicle travels when not 
serving passengers, such as leaving or returning to the garage or yard facility, changing routes and when there is no expectation 
of carrying revenue passengers. 
17 “Other” includes incidents that occur during training, deadheading, and special services such as the Zoo Express. 
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3.3. Traffic and Safety Assessment 
Since the TDP 2017 Update, DDOT has identified needed traffic improvements that will 

increase effective service operations and improve passenger, operator, and pedestrian safety of 
the existing DC Circulator routes. This section summarizes the identification of areas and 
intersections along the DC Circulator routes that experience trending crashes involving DC 
Circulator buses and the recommended countermeasures considered for potential improvements. 
Additional unsafe or operationally deficient locations, as identified by Circulator staff, are also 
summarized within this section. 

CRASH FOCUS AREA IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOGY 
Individual crashes were collected using DC Circulator’s Incident Log Tracker between October 

2018 and December 2019. The Incident Log Tracker is an Excel spreadsheet used to record 
crashes involving DC Circulator buses and non-revenue vehicles. Data points include the date the 
incident occurred, DC Circulator vehicle number, name of the operator, location of the incident, 
type of incident (sideswipe, rear-end, backing, etc.), details of the incident, whether or not a police 
report was made, and type of damage. 

The Incident Log Tracker was filtered for bus-related incidents only. Incidents that involved 
non-revenue vehicles or involved DC Circulator buses that were deadheading toward a 
maintenance or storage facility were excluded. 

Areas and intersections that experienced four or more crashes were classified as in need of 
improvements or countermeasures. These locations were categorized as Crash Focus Areas 
(CFA). A total of 10 CFA locations were identified, which accounted for 56 (or 38 percent) of the 
total 149 DC Circulator related incidents recorded from October 2018 to December 2019. The 
Crash Focus Area locations are described in Table 17. 

Table 17 | Crash Focus Areas, 2018-2019 

Route Crash Focus Areas (CFA) 
DP-RS M Street & Wisconsin Avenue NW 
GT-US 35th Street & Wisconsin Avenue NW 

Q Street & Wisconsin Avenue NW 
WP-AM 14th Street & Thomas Circle NW 

14th Street & Irving Street NW 
24th Street between Calvert Street & 
Connecticut Avenue NW 

EM-LP 7th Street & Pennsylvania Avenue SE 
CH-US Massachusetts Avenue between 2nd 

Street and Columbus Circle NE 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue between 
Howard Road & 11th Street Bridge SE 
Alabama Avenue & Stanton Road SE 
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A map of the CFA locations is provided in Figure 14. DDOT identified additional locations to 
be analyzed, which are also included in Figure 14. Based on information provided by DC 
Circulator and contractor staff that work directly in safety operations, four Additional Focus Area 
(AFA) locations were identified. The CFA improvements and countermeasures were developed 
and summarized in Table 18. AFA improvements and countermeasures are provided in Table 19.  

NEXT STEPS 
The recommended improvements and countermeasures identified in this section may improve 

DC Circulator operations as well as passenger, operator, and pedestrian safety to the existing 
routes. These findings are to be implemented as feasible once the 2020 update to the DC 
Circulator TDP is finalized. 

Figure 14 | Crash Focus Areas, 2018-2019 
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3.4. Customer Satisfaction and Feedback 
A Customer Satisfaction Survey was conducted by DDOT in May 2018 and October/November 

2019. Surveys were distributed aboard all six DC Circulator routes, and 2,376 were completed 
across all routes on both weekdays and weekends (1,233 in 2018 and 1,143 in 2019). Some 
participants did not answer all questions; therefore, the sample size for each question is provided. 
The surveys were weighted based on total route ridership for the month they were collected to 
allow the results to be representative of the typical number of passengers. The following is a 
summary of some of the results from this survey. 

OVERALL SATISFACTION 
Passengers were asked to evaluate how much they agreed with the following statement: 

“Overall, you are satisfied with DC Circulator.” Respondents rated on a scale from 0 to 10, with 10 
being “Describes very well” and 0 being “Does not describe at all.” Satisfaction with the DC 
Circulator slightly declined from 2018 to 2019: across all routes and all days, the average rating 
for overall satisfaction was 9.0 in 2018 and 8.7 in 2019. Figure 15 shows the breakdown of 
responses for this question. In 2018, only 3.5 percent of respondents gave an answer of five or 
below; in 2019, this figure was 6.1 percent. 

Figure 15 | Overall Satisfaction with DC Circulator 
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DC CIRCULATOR ATTRIBUTES AND SERVICE SATISFACTION 
Passengers were also asked to rate statements about DC Circulator service and amenities, 

on the same scale of 0 to 10. Table 20 shows the statements and their average ratings in 2018 
and 2019 (in descending order by 2019 average). Favorability of DC Circulator service and 
amenities dropped from year to year in 2018, only two of the 13 statements averaged below 8.0, 
but in 2019, 11 of the 13 statements averaged below 8.0. Each statement saw an average rating 
drop of at least 1.0 and as high as 1.5. The relative favorability of the statements, from most 
favorably rated to least favorably rated, is almost the same in both years. 

The most favorably rated features in both years are ease of fare payment and ease of use. 
Besides technology improvements to the buses, some of the most important areas that can use 
improvement based on these survey results are frequency of service, on-time performance, and 
provision of clean and comfortable service with available seats. 

In the 2018 survey, when asked to provide additional areas for improvement, 12 percent of 
respondents stated on-time performance as a way to improve service, 7 percent stated expanded 
service, and 6 percent stated higher frequency.  

Table 18 | Customer Satisfaction with DC Circulator Service and Amenities 

Statement Average rating 

2018 2019 
It is easy to pay your fare 9.5 8.4 

It is easy to use 9.3 8.3 

It goes where you want it to go 9 7.8 

Buses are comfortable to ride 8.8 7.8 

Bus operators are helpful 8.9 7.7 

It provides high quality bus service 8.8 7.7 

Buses are clean 8.7 7.5 

Seats are usually available on buses 8.6 7.3 

It provides frequent bus service 8.6 7.2 

It gets you to your destination on time 8.4 7.1 

It is available when you need it 8.4 7.0 

USB charges and outlets on the buses are useful 7.6 6.1 

Wi-Fi onboard buses is useful 7.3 6.0 
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ALTERNATIVE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION 
Passengers were asked how they would have made their most recent trip if the DC Circulator 

had not been available. Around 71 percent of respondents stated that they would use some form 
of public transportation. Table 21 shows the percentage of respondents who stated they would 
have used each mode in 2018 and 2019; respondents were allowed to (and often) selected more 
than one mode. 

Table 19 | How Passengers Would Make Recent Trip if Circulator was not Available 

Alternative mode 2018* 2019** 
Metrobus 56% 52% 
Metrorail 28% 32% 
Walk 29% 29% 
Private ride provider (e.g., Uber or Lyft) 13% 13% 
Drive a personal car or other vehicle 4% 3% 
Personal Bike 4% 3% 
Taxi 5% 3% 
Capital Bikeshare 3% 2% 
Get a ride with or from a friend or family member 2% 1% 
Carshare 1% 1% 
Scooter - 1% 
Other <1% <1% 
Would not have made this trip 1% 1% 
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Passengers were also asked what other modes of transportation they have available to them 
on a regular weekly basis; respondents were able to select all that applied. Table 22 shows the 
share of respondents with access to these modes in 2018 and 2019. The share that stated that 
they do not have any alternative transportation mode available to them on a regular basis doubled 
from 2018 to 2019: from 18 to 37 percent. Among respondents with a household income of less 
than $24,000, 58 percent do not have any alternative mode available to them. Among African 
American respondents, this figure is 45 percent. 

Table 20 | Alternative Modes Available on a Regular Weekly Basis 

Available mode 2018* 2019** 
Personal vehicle 36% 31% 
Private ride provider (Uber, Lyft, etc.) 32% 27% 
Personal bike 17% 13% 
Carshare membership 6% 6% 
Capital Bikeshare membership 6% 6% 
Motorcycle or motor scooter 1% 1% 
Other 2% 1% 
None of the above 18% 37% 

     *2018 n=964    **2019 n=1,045 
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3.5. TDP Public Engagement – System Evaluation Survey 
Public engagement is a fundamental 

element of successful transit planning and 
implementation. Building on the wide-ranging 
and extensive public outreach performed as 
part of the 2017 TDP Update, DDOT sought 
broad public participation in order to ensure a 
transparent planning and decision-making 
process. For the 2020 update of the TDP, the 
public outreach goal was to target existing and 
potential DC Circulator riders to get feedback 
on the current system, expansion plans and 
opportunities, and proposed policies.  

The public engagement process for the 2020 TDP was planned to be divided into two phases. 
The first phase included community engagement and the development of the System Evaluation 
Survey and outreach efforts to support that effort, which will be described in this section; the 
second phase, which included the development of the System Expansion Survey and the efforts 
to support that effort, will be described in Section 4.2. 

COMMUNITY VISITS 
From January to February 2020, DDOT staff members attended multiple Ward 7 ANC and 

civic association meetings (Table 20). DDOT staff used these meetings to talk with community 
leaders about the planned Ward 7 route extension and to obtain their suggestions on potential 
routes to consider. 

Table 21 | Community Presentations 

Event Date 
Presentation to ANC 7D January 14, 2020 
Presentation to River Terrace Community Organization January 15, 2020 
Presentation to ANC 7B January 16, 2020 
Presentation to ANC 7F January 21, 2020 
Presentation to Anacostia Coordinating Council January 28, 2020 
Presentation to Hillcrest Civic Association February 01, 2020 
Presentation to Benning Ridge Civic Association February 5, 2020 
Presentation to ANC 7D Transportation Infrastructure 
Committee 

February 08, 2020 

Presentation to ANC 7E February 11, 2020 
Presentation to ANC 7C February 13, 2020 
Presentation at Washington Seniors Wellness Center February 18, 2020 

 
DDOT attended public meetings in-person with Ward 7 
organizations in January and February 2020. 
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Event Date 
Presentation to Dupont Park Civic Association February 18, 2020 
Presentation to Fairlawn Citizens Association February 18, 2020 
Presentation to Deanwood Citizens Association February 24, 2020 
Presentation to Ward 7E Transportation Working Group 
Meeting 

February 25, 2020 

Comments evaluating the current system were collected via feedback cards that were handed 
out at Ward 7 community meetings and via the project mailbox (tdp2020dc@gmail.com). These 
comments were compiled and analyzed leading up to the development of the Ward 7 route 
alternatives. 
 
SYSTEM EVALUATION SURVEY 

DDOT developed the System Evaluation Survey to gauge riders’ and non-riders’ perception of 
the current system and reasons for use or non-use. The survey asked participants about their 
transportation habits and their perception of the DC Circulator. Public outreach activities for the 
TDP commenced in early 2020 with the development of a System Evaluation Survey, which 
launched on February 24, 2020. The survey was advertised on the DC Circulator website, through 
social media (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram) and via emails to neighborhood listservs, ANC 
Commissioners, and civic association representatives. The first 250 survey respondents received 
a $10 digital Amazon gift card as an incentive for completing the survey. 

 In March 2020, the TDP update project team was forced to stop most of the planned public 
engagement activities due to restrictions surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic. The System 
Evaluation Survey was then completed via social media and email-based outreach. Social 
distancing rules and stay-at-home orders made it impossible to continue with originally planned 
in-person outreach events. Instead, the project team utilized a combination of digital media, 
traditional media, and contactless outreach.  

Public involvement activities for the System Evaluation Survey were completed on April 24, 
2020, with 1,456 total responses to the survey. 

  

mailto:tdp2020dc@gmail.com
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SURVEY SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 
SOCIAL MEDIA ADS 

The project team ran ads on Facebook and 
Instagram from March 2 through April 10, 
promoting the System Evaluation Survey. The 
ads were initially targeted at people in the 
vicinity of popular Circulator stops but were 
expanded citywide because of stay-at-home 
orders implemented in late March. The ads 
were seen by over 80,000 people and 
accumulated almost 190,000 impressions.  

MEET-THE-RIDER EVENTS 
The project team planned nine meet-the-

rider events from April to June 2020. The events were cancelled due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

SURVEY RESULTS 
This section summarizes the responses from the initial survey on the existing system 

evaluation. The full survey and results may be found in Appendix E. 

  

 
System Evaluation Survey Facebook and Instagram ad. 
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RIDER STATUS 
The majority of respondents (78 percent) indicated that they were currently Circulator riders. 

Of the respondents who noted that they did not currently ride the Circulator, the primary reason 
given was that they used other modes of transportation (167 responses). The second-most 
selected response was that the Circulator did not provide service where they needed (145). 

Figure 16 | Q1: Do you currently ride the Circulator? 

 
Figure 17 | Q3: What is your primary reason for not using the Circulator? 

 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

Respondents expressed a high level of satisfaction overall with the system. Over 33 percent 
of respondents stated they were very satisfied with the Circulator and over 38 percent of 
respondents indicated that they were satisfied with the system.  

Figure 18 | Q14: What’s your overall satisfaction with the Circulator? 
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4. SYSTEM AND SERVICE 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1. System Expansion 
These recommendations were developed based on the data and feedback collected and 

assessed through the TDP project work, and created in a collaborative environment between the 
project team, DDOT staff, and the public. In addition to assessing DDOT’s six existing routes, 
Section 5.5 proposes a new Circulator route for Ward 7, as a means of improving access for Ward 
7 residents. 

NATIONAL MALL ROUTE (NMS) SERVICE ASSESSMENT 
Due to its tourism-oriented design and reliance, the National Mall Route sees major variations 

in ridership-based performance due to the seasonal nature of the industry. This TDP recommends 
that this route be one that pilots new service standards regarding frequency and span defined in 
Section 4.5. 

EASTERN MARKET – L’ENFANT PLAZA (EMLP) SERVICE ASSESSMENT 
The Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza route has some of the weakest performance in the DC 

Circulator system. Community opinion was not in favor of any changes to the alignment (see 
Section 4.4). This TDP recommends that this route be one that pilots new service standards 
regarding frequency and span defined in Section 4.5.. 

GT-US ROUTE SERVICE ASSESSMENT, ROUTE REALIGNMENT, AND STOP 
CONSOLIDATION 
SERVICE ASSESSMENT 

The Georgetown – Union Station route saw span changes in the 2017 TDP for Fridays and 
weekends. This TDP recommends continuing the nature and assessment of that effort by making 
be one that pilots new service standards regarding frequency and span defined in Section 4.5. 

ROUTE REALIGNMENT 
There are two recommended alterations to further study for the Georgetown – Union Station 

route alignments at both the western (Georgetown) and eastern (Union Station) termini of the 
route. In the west, the proposed alternative alignment takes buses off Wisconsin Avenue NW onto 
Reservoir Road NW to better connect passengers to the educational and medical services 
available at Georgetown University. DDOT will discuss with the MedStar Georgetown University 
Hospital and community once the hospital completes its new Medical/Surgical Pavilion 
construction project along Reservoir Road if the DC Circulator connection would be welcome. On 
the eastern terminus, recommendations are designed to simplify the route operations and better 
coordinate it with other DC Circulator routes at Union Station.  
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WEST SIDE (GEORGETOWN) 
Figure 19 details the two alternatives for the possible realignment of the route, both of which 

would operate along Reservoir Road NW, with Alternative 1 terminating at Georgetown University 
School of Medicine and Alternative 2 terminating at MedStar Georgetown University Hospital. In 
addition to anchoring this route to a major destination, this recommendation enables a more 
frequent connection between Georgetown’s campus and Reservoir Road to Downtown: the D2 
and D6 are existing options for this connection, but only the former serves Reservoir Road and 
neither are frequent.  

 
GT-US Route Alternative 1 

In order to better serve Georgetown University, it is recommended that the GT-US route turn 
west on Reservoir Road NW from Wisconsin Avenue NW. This would allow the route to serve 
several schools along Reservoir Road and provide a final terminus at Georgetown 
University/Georgetown University Hospital. Alternative 1 proposes a turnaround point in the traffic 
loop in front of St. Mary’s Hall. This alternative would allow direct DC Circulator access to more 
medical facilities and education facilities along Reservoir Road NW, including Georgetown 
University, Washington International School, and the Duke Ellington School for the Arts. With 
current operating speeds, Alternative 1 is estimated to add 1,825 annual revenue hours (three 
minutes per roundtrip) to the route’s operation while adding 0.12 miles to the roundtrip length. 

Figure 19 | GT-US Georgetown Alignment Realignment Alternatives 
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GT-US Route Alternative 2 
Alternative 2 is similar to Alternative 1 but proposes using the traffic circle in between 

Georgetown University Hospital and the Medical School as the turnaround point. This alternative 
allows direct DC Circulator access to more medical facilities and education facilities along 
Reservoir Road NW, including Georgetown Hospital, Washington International School, and the 
Duke Ellington School for the Arts. With current operating speeds, this alternative is estimated to 
add an additional 4,015 annual revenue hours (six minutes per roundtrip) while adding an 
additional 0.36 miles to the roundtrip length. 

EAST SIDE (UNION STATION) 
The GT-US route’s approach to Union Station may be more streamlined to match that of the 

NM route (Figure 20). With two routes using the same stop on E Street NE, DDOT can construct 
a more substantial “DC Circulator Transfer Hub” that is easier for riders to use the various services. 
While this would require some investments in signalization to account for the high levels of 
congestion around Union Station, there will be a benefit in terms of connectivity for many riders. 
This alternative is estimated to reduce revenue hours by 4,105 annually (saving almost three 
minutes per roundtrip) while reducing the roundtrip length by 0.67 miles. This would allow the GT-
US route to be better integrated with other DC Circulator routes and other modes serving Union 
Station, but it will add a short walk to existing transfer opportunities with WMATA routes 80, X2, 
and the DC Streetcar.  

Figure 20| GT-US Union Station Alignment Realignment Alternatives 
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DDOT is currently in conversations with the FRA planning environmental review of the facility. 
FRA and DDOT are jointly working on strategies to incorporate DC Circulator operations in and 
around the station site to provide convenient and enhanced access for transit bus passengers to 
Union Station. The team will also work with DDOT to ensure that facilities inside Union Station are 
considered to help with operational demands of the service to include operator relief and strategic 
bus positioning, as well as serve as a strategic location for vehicle charging as Circulator 
transitions its full fleet to be 100% electric. The parties will develop a shared approach to Circulator 
operations during any future facility design. This recommendation also recognizes the following 
limitations: 

• E Street NE and the open space in front of Union Station are directly administered by the 
Architect of the Capitol, who has final decision-making authority over the area including 
allowing a new bus stop location. This fact directly impacts the feasibility of this 
recommendation.  

• If this recommendation is implemented, DDOT would still need to keep its existing access and 
spaces in the Union Station parking garage for operational considerations such as operator 
relief, strategic bus positioning and possibly charging access for the electric buses.  

STOP CONSOLIDATION 
Stop consolidation on routes can improve productivity, running time, and reliability, particularly 

for routes with low boarding/alighting stops in close proximity. DDOT conducted a stop 
consolidation study on the GT-US route to provide potential solutions to improve headway 
adherence and improve the route’s ridership. The study found that the GT-US route typically 
operates between a nine and 12-minute headway during peak periods in both directions, with 
midday headways shorter than nine minutes. While the DC Circulator standard for stop spacing is 
no more than four stops per mile, GT-US’s average stop spacing is 5.2 per mile in the eastbound 
direction and 4.5 per mile in the westbound direction.  

The study analyzed each stop by ridership, transfers to other DC Circulator and Metrobus 
routes, proximity to key activity centers, population and employment density, and level of 
amenities. The DDOT team conducted field observations to determine other potential problems 
that could be affecting the route’s on-time performance. The recommendations for stop 
consolidation include:  

• Remove eastbound and westbound New York Avenue at 9th Street NW 
• Remove eastbound K Street at 11th Street NW 
• Remove eastbound Pennsylvania Avenue at 21st Street NW 
• Remove westbound 21st Street at K Street NW 
• Remove eastbound Pennsylvania Avenue at 28th Street NW 
• Remove eastbound M Street at Thomas Jefferson Street NW 
• Remove eastbound and westbound Wisconsin Avenue at P Street NW 
• Remove eastbound and westbound Wisconsin Avenue at R Street NW 
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DUPONT CIRCLE – ROSSLYN (RS-DP) EXTENSION 
RS-DP ROUTE EXTENSION BACKGROUND 

The Dupont Circle– Rosslyn route (RS-DP) was first proposed to be extended to U Street NW 
through the 2014 Circulator TDP. The 2017 Circulator TDP effort again recommended this 
extension, but with a change in the alignment at the eastern terminus due to new development in 
the area and an analysis of existing traffic patterns. Goals for the extension include: 

• Increase ridership by extending route to another major activity center 
o Includes a university, hospital, shopping, dining, entertainment, jobs, and high 

population density 
• Add connection to the Green/Yellow Metrorail lines 
• Provide transfer to the Woodley Park – Adams Morgan – McPherson Square Circulator Route 

(WP-AM) at 14th Street NW. 

The 2017 extension alignment was well received by the public: In Phase II public outreach, 82 
percent of respondents ranked high interest for this extension, and in Phase III, 78 percent of 
respondents were satisfied with the proposed extension. For this 2020 TDP, the project team 
considered the 2017 proposal (Alignment 1) and proposed a second alignment for comparison 
(Alignment 2). 

RS-DP ROUTE EXTENSION ALIGNMENTS 
The alignments outlined in this section present two alternatives for the segment of the RS-DP 

U Street extension that approaches the proposed final terminus at U Street. Both potential 
alignments have positive and negative aspects relating to the areas each would serve and the 
residential and commercial generators within close proximity to proposed bus stop locations; these 
advantages and disadvantages are listed for each alignment. Additionally, information on the 
possible final termini for each alignment is described. With this in mind, Alignment 1 is the current 
preferred alternative.  

Figure 21 details the alignments for each of the alternatives. Alignment 1 would offer service 
to destinations north of U Street while terminating close to the Howard University Hospital along 
a slightly shorter proposed alignment. Alignment 2 would first operate south of the corridor to the 
Shaw–Howard University Metro Station, then serve the Shaw Public Library and Heritage at Shaw 
Station residential complex before returning to U Street via 9th Street (earlier proposals included 
a different alignment that served Howard University Hospital and S and T streets, but this has 
been modified due to feasibility concerns).  

Under each alternative, new stops will need to be placed from Dupont Circle to the end of the 
line. Stops are recommended at the intersections outlined in Table 24 and in Figure 21. Both 
alternatives would require six new stops, while the rest can be shared with Metrobus routes at 
existing stops.  
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Figure 21 | Proposed RS-DP Route Alignments 

 
 
Table 22 | RS-DP Extension Proposed Stop Locations 

Cross Street Connections and Destinations New 
Stops 

Existing 
WMATA 

Stop 
Along 18th Street 

P Street • Dupont Circle Metro station 
o Metrorail Red Line 

• No existing WMATA service along 18th Street at 
this cross street 

2  

R Street/ 
Riggs Place 

• National Museum of American Jewish History 
• Use existing concrete pads for new stops 

2  

T Street • Museum of the Palestinian People and Laogai 
Museum 

• Use existing concrete pads for new stops 

2  

Along Florida Avenue/U Street 
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Cross Street Connections and Destinations New 
Stops 

Existing 
WMATA 

Stop 
17th Street/ 
16th Street 

• Bars and restaurants 
• Metrobus Routes 90, 96 (at U Street) 
• Metrobus Routes S2 and S9 (at 16th Street) 

 2 

14th Street • Bars and restaurants 
• Frank D Reeves Center of Municipal Affairs 
• U St/African-Amer Civil War Memorial/Cardozo 

Metro station 
o Green and Yellow lines 

• Metrobus Routes 90, 92, 96 (at U Street) 
• Metrobus Routes 52, 54, 59 (at 14th Street) 
• Circulator Route WP-AM (at 14th Street) 

 2 

11th Street/ 
Vermont Ave 

• Bars and restaurants 
• African American Civil War Museum 
• Metrobus Routes 90, 92, 96 (at U Street) 
• Metrobus Routes 63 and 64 (at Vermont 

Avenue) 

 2 

9th Street • Bars and restaurants (Alternative 2) 
• Metrobus Routes 90, 92, 96 (at U Street) 

(Alternative 2) 

 2 

7th Street / 
Georgia 
Avenue 

• Bars and restaurants (Alternative 2) 
• Howard University and Howard University 

Hospital (Alternative 2) 
• Metrobus Routes 92 and 96 (at Florida Avenue) 

(Alternative 2) 
• Metrobus Routes 70 and 79 (at 7th Street / 

Georgia Avenue) (Alternative 2) 

 1 

Along 8th Street – End of Line Alternatives 
Florida Ave • Southbound near Howard University Hospital 

(Alternative 1) 
 1 

Along 7th Street – End of Line Alternative 
R Street • Shaw-Howard University Metro station 

(Alternative 2) 
o Green and Yellow Lines 

• Metrobus Route G8 (Alternative 2) 
• Shaw Neighborhood Library 
• Heritage at Shaw Station Residential Complex 
 

 1 
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Table 25 details how these alignments compare in operational needs and costs. Both routes 
require the same annual operating hours, a 70 percent increase over existing service. The peak 
vehicle need would not change for either alternative. 

Table 23 | Annual Costs and Hours Estimates by Alignment 

Route Annual 
Hours 

Peak 
Vehicle 
Needs 

Estimated 
Annual 
Costs 

Percent 
Increase from 

Existing 
Existing 33,595 4 $2,474,428 - 
Alignment 1 45,379 10 $4,214,348 70% 
Alignment 2 45,379 10 $4,214,348 70% 

 
OVERVIEW OF RS-DP ROUTE EXTENSION ALIGNMENT 1 

Alignment 1 is the proposed extension of the RS-DP route recommended by the 2017 
Circulator TDP and is the preferred alternative. It extends from Dupont Circle to U Street NW via 
18th Street NW, then serves U Street NW until Vermont Avenue NW. It then loops around Florida 
Avenue NW, Barry Place NW, and 8th Street NW to return to U Street NW. This alignment would 
locate Circulator bus stops near the communities of LeDroit Park and Pleasant Plains, providing 
service to important ridership generators in the area, such as Howard University and U Street, and 
would terminate on 8th Street. This alignment would increase RS-DP revenue hours by 70 percent.  

TERMINUS OF RS-DP ROUTE EXTENSION ALIGNMENT 1 
Traveling east on U Street NW, this route alignment turns left onto Vermont Avenue NW to 

turn onto Florida Avenue NW, passing The Wren, a new development that includes a Whole Foods, 
before turning right on Barry Place NW. This route then travels south down 8th Street NW, passing 
the 9:30 Club music venue and Landmark Cinemas. The final stop of this alignment is proposed 
to be located on 8th Street, just north of Florida Avenue NW. Then, the bus turns west onto Florida 
Avenue NW to begin the Rosslyn-bound route. Figure 22 shows this alignment and terminus point 
with nearby landmarks. The advantages and disadvantages of this alternative are presented in 
Table 26. 
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Figure 22 | Final Stop and Alignment at U-Street for RS-DP Alignment 1 

 

Table 24 | Advantages and Disadvantages of RS-DP Route Extension Alignment 1 

Advantages Disadvantages 
• Alignment 1 has undergone more review 

from the public as a result of the 2017 TDP. 
• Alignment 1 has more existing analysis as a 

result of the 2017 TDP. 
• Alignment 1 terminates at an appropriate 

layover location for operators. 
• Alignment 1 has only two left turns, which 

may be difficult for operators. 
 

• 8th Street NW has issues with congestion due 
to street width, parking, and deliveries. 

• Terminus is less anchored to a clear “final” 
destination. 

• Alignment 1 does not provide a direct 
connection to the Shaw-Howard University 
Metro Station (about a 3-minute walk away). 
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OVERVIEW OF RS-DP ROUTE EXTENSION ALIGNMENT 2 
Alignment 2 proposes a different loop/circulation at the eastern terminus. From U Street NW, 

the route would turn south on 7th Street NW and official terminate at the Shaw – Howard University 
Metrorail Station entrance on R Street NW. From there, it turns north on 9th Street NW, and turns 
west on U Street NW to mimic its inbound alignment.  This alignment provides 70 percent more 
revenue hours than the existing services. As seen in Figure 26, this route serves many landmarks 
including the Shaw Howard Metro station, CVS pharmacy, Heritage at Shaw Station residential 
complex, Benjamin Banneker Academic High School, New Bethel Baptist Church, and the African 
American Civil War Museum.  

TERMINUS OF RS-DP ROUTE EXTENSION ALIGNMENT 2 
The final passenger stop and layover location on this alignment is located outside of the Shaw 

- Howard University Metrorail Station entrance on R Street NW (Figure 23). The bus will continue 
south until turning north on 9th Street NW to meet back up with bidirectional service on U Street 
NW. Table 27 details the advantages and disadvantages of this specific alignment.  

Figure 23 | Final Stop and Alignment at U-Street for RS-DP Alignment 2 
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Table 25 | Advantages and Disadvantages of RS-DP Route Extension Alignment 2 

Advantages Disadvantages 
• Alignment serves multiple Metrorail stations 

and has additional connections to Metrobus 
service (52, 54) on Georgia Avenue NW/7th 
Street NW 

• Terminus is anchored by Shaw Metrorail 
Station as final “destination” 

• Alignment does not use 8th Street NW for 
revenue service; the street currently has no 
bus stops. 

• Alignment serves more landmarks by 
traveling south of U Street 

• Alignment serves residential and educational 
destinations on 9th Street NW 

• Alignment requires one left turn, which may 
be difficult for operators. 
 

• Alignment uses two segments without existing 
bus service (R Street NW and 9th Street NW) 

• Alignment has received less public review and 
vetting due to being new to the 2020 TDP 
update 
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NEW WARD 7 ROUTE 
INTRODUCTION 

In March 2019, Mayor Muriel Bowser announced that the DC Circulator system would be 
expanding to include a new route serving the District’s Ward 7. The Mayor’s FY 2020 budget then 
provided $13 million for the new buses that would be required to serve the route. 18 DDOT 
undertook the following alternatives analysis to study the transportation needs of the residents, 
workers, and visitors of Ward 7 and determine potential alignments for the new route. The TDP 
project team then conducted an outreach process to obtain public feedback on the best alternative 
to adopt into the DC Circulator system. 

These alternatives developed by the team took into consideration public feedback, travel flows, 
budding development, activity, and key connections in the area. The first round of alternatives 
included 10 route options with one to three variations for most routes. Some variations and entire 
alternatives were screened-out due to operational constraints. The remaining seven alternatives 
were further reviewed by stakeholders and presented to the public for feedback. A review of new 
and planned development in Ward 7 was also conducted and included in this report. 

WARD 7 TRANSIT DEMAND 
WARD 7 TRANSIT MARKET ASSESSMENT 

The success of a transit service depends on both the supply and demand for transit. A transit 
agency can control the supply; however, several outside factors influence the demand. As the first 
step to drafting potential alternatives for the new Ward 7 route, the project team developed the 
following market analysis focused on factors influencing transit demand in Ward 7. 

Density 
Bus service is most efficient when it connects population and employment centers in areas 

where people can easily get to and from bus stops. The location and number of jobs in a region 
are strong indicators of transit demand, given that commuting to work accounts for a large 
segment of transit trips in most markets. Fixed-route transit performs best when there is an activity 
density of at least 16 jobs and people per acre.19 As seen in Figure 24, much of Ward 7 meets 
this criterion. Of the areas that fall below this threshold, many have park space, but there are also 
some areas of low-density residential zoning, especially in parts of Penn Branch, Hillcrest, 
Kenilworth, and the Northeast Boundary. One limitation of this dataset is that not all civilian federal 
employees are counted for security concerns.20  

Furthermore, there are several significant developments in progress or planned in Ward 7, 
including but not limited to: 

• A redevelopment at Minnesota and Benning Roads into a major new activity center, slated to 
include a relocated District agency, large retail, and new residential units 

 
18 FY 2020 Approved Budget and Financial Plan, 
https://cfo.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/ocfo/publication/attachments/DC_OCFO_Budget_Vol_1_0.pdf.  
19 Transit Research Board. Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual. 
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/docs/tcrp100/Part3.pdf 
20 Federal Employment in LODES https://lehd.ces.census.gov/doc/help/onthemap/FederalEmploymentInOnTheMap.pdf 

https://cfo.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/ocfo/publication/attachments/DC_OCFO_Budget_Vol_1_0.pdf
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/docs/tcrp100/Part3.pdf
https://lehd.ces.census.gov/doc/help/onthemap/FederalEmploymentInOnTheMap.pdf
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• The Parkside/Kenilworth Planned Unit Development, including a new major federal tenant and 
office, retail, and residential units 

• The up zoning of the Meadow Green Court Apartments to more than double the density of the 
development from 435 units to 907 units. 

Ward 7 is projected to see even more development in the long-term, changes that are not 
captured by census data. Therefore, census data alone cannot inform transit planning decisions; 
an understanding of real-time local needs is key. 

Transit-Oriented Populations 
Transit-Oriented Populations (TOP) are defined by five demographic characteristics that show 

a relatively higher propensity to use transit as their primary means of local transportation. These 
characteristics include: 

• Zero car households 
• Persons with disabilities 
• Low-income households 
• Youth/young adults and seniors 
• Minority populations 

Individuals and families who choose to have no car often do so because they live near reliable 
transit or in dense neighborhoods; however, these areas can be unaffordable for low-income 
households. By weighting all characteristics and developing a final index, we can see areas with 
a high propensity for Transit-Oriented Populations in Figure 25. Ward 7 predominantly has areas 
of moderate to high propensity. Propensity is highest in Fort Dupont, Dupont Park, Mayfair, 
Benning, and Marshall Heights. 

Activity Centers 
Activity centers are areas with a high concentration of attractions, such as shopping, employers, 

schools, and social/recreational activities. These areas attract a high volume of traffic in and out 
but also typically have high pedestrian activity within them. The Metropolitan Washington Council 
of Governments has defined activity centers around the region based on assessed characteristics 
such as placemaking and walkability. Figure 26 shows Ward 7’s activity centers: H Street, 
Stadium–Armory, Poplar Point, Minnesota Avenue, and Capitol Heights–Addison Road. 
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Figure 24 | Jobs and People per Acre 
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Figure 25 | Transit-Oriented Population Propensity 
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Figure 26 | MWCOG Activity Centers around the District of Columbia 
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Equity Index Areas 

The project team took steps to ensure that this TDP’s analyses and recommendations are 
sensitive to equity concerns in the District, in line with DDOT’s equity statement as defined in 
moveDC, the long-range transportation plan for the District. The team developed an equity index 
based on three vulnerable population sub-groups: limited-income individuals (defined as earning 
up to 150 percent of the federal poverty level), individuals with disabilities, and minority populations. 
Each group’s share of the total population was calculated for each census block in the District. 
After removing any blocks with a sub-group population or percentage of 0, the remaining blocks 
were classified into quintiles based on the percentage values for each group. Each quintile was 
given a score ranging from 1 to 5. The results for each sub-group in Ward 7 are shown in Figure 
27, Figure 28, and Figure 29. Finally, the three index values were summed to create a final equity 
index value ranging from 1 to 15, as shown in Figure 30. 

moveDC Equity Statement 
As part of moveDC, the long-range transportation plan for the District of Columbia, DDOT 

adopted an equity statement to complement the department's mission and vision. 

Defining Equity 

Transportation Equity is the shared and just distribution of benefits and burdens when 
planning for and investing in transportation infrastructure and services.  Transportation decisions 
are made in collaboration and in participation with the community DDOT serves, to establish a 
system that is safe, accessible, affordable, reliable, and sustainable.  Focused attention is given 
to historically under-resourced communities in order to overcome existing disparities and 
achieve transportation equity that include, but are not limited to: 
• People of color 
• People with low-income 
• People living with disabilities 
• LGBTQ+ people 
• Individuals who identify as female 
• Youth; Older adults 
• Residents at risk of displacement 
• People experiencing homelessness or housing insecurity 
• Immigrant and refugee communities 
• People with limited English proficiency and literacy 
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DDOT Equity Statement 

DDOT recognizes that there are inequities in transportation policy, planning and project 
delivery in Washington, DC.  Deep-rooted structural injustices and inequities have contributed to 
the disparate access to safe, affordable, and efficient transportation that provides access to 
economic opportunities, housing and services for communities across the District.  DDOT also 
acknowledges these inequities have disproportionately and negatively impacted environmental 
and health outcomes in our underserved communities. 

Through our organizational framework, DDOT is committed to elevating and advancing 
transportation equity by evaluating our policies, planning, community engagement and project 
delivery, to ensure public investments in transportation justly benefit all residents, visitors, and 
commuters.  Additionally, DDOT values how diversity within our Department helps shape the 
work we produce.  To that end, DDOT will continue to recruit, hire, and retain a workforce that 
reflects the diversity of the District at all levels of the organization. 

DDOT recognizes its shared responsibility to acknowledge and prevent transportation 
inequities while explicitly upholding anti-racist and anti-discriminatory practices.  In honoring this 
commitment, we will continue to listen, learn, and strive towards equity, inclusion and access in 
response to the needs of communities across the District.  

The first equity index, for limited income, is shown in Figure 27. Most Ward 7 areas have a 
score on this index of 4 or 5. The only areas with a low score are Capitol Hill East, Hillcrest, Twining, 
Penn Branch, southern Lincoln Heights, and Grant Park. 

The second equity index, persons with disabilities, is shown in Figure 28. Most of Ward 7 has 
a very high score. The only areas with a score of 1 or 2 on this index are Capitol Hill East, Naylor 
Gardens, southern Lincoln Heights, and parts of Marshall Heights. Persons with disabilities often 
fall within the low-income category as well. These vulnerable populations often rely on public 
transit to have regular participation in society. 

The third equity index, for minority populations, is displayed in Figure 29. Nearly all of Ward 7 
has a score of 4 or 5 on this index. Only Kingman Park and parts of Naylor Gardens score a 3 or 
below. Minority groups are often more transit-dependent than non-minority groups. 

Figure 30 maps Ward 7 by the sum of the three indices, showing where in Ward 7 these three 
characteristics are amplified. Most neighborhoods of Ward 7 have an equity index score in the 
highest range, from 13 to 15. The only neighborhoods with areas in the range of 7 to 9 or below 
are Capitol Hill East, Hillcrest, Naylor Gardens, and southern Lincoln Heights. This indicates that 
the majority of Ward 7 is extremely transportation-disadvantaged. 

Indeed, across all four indices, Ward 7 has the highest index score among all eight of the 
District’s wards. Thus, creating any DC Circulator routes through Ward 7 would represent 
significant strides toward transportation equity. 
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Figure 27 | Limited Income Populations Index 
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Figure 28 | Disabled Population Index 
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Figure 29 | Minority Population Index 
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Figure 30 | Combined Equity Index 
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WARD 7 TRAVEL FLOWS 
The following travel flow analysis focuses on flows to, from, and within Ward 7. 

CONSUMER VEHICLES 
Historically, transportation departments have conducted origin-destination (O-D) surveys in 

order to obtain information about travel patterns within their jurisdictions. However, these surveys 
are expensive to conduct and often have inaccuracies. In recent years, transportation departments, 
including DDOT, have opted to rely on data collected anonymously from GPS devices by 
companies such as INRIX instead of conducting O-D surveys manually. DDOT has obtained travel 
data from INRIX covering the period from June 2016 through May 2017 for analysis in this TDP. 

First, the INRIX dataset was culled in order to analyze only trip demand that might be met by 
the Circulator. INRIX data is collected from a variety of vehicle types, and the original dataset was 
not limited to trips that started and ended within the District. Only trips that started and ended 
within the District made by “consumer vehicles” and taxi, shuttle, or town car services representing 
2.5 million individual trips were retained for analysis. The start and end points for each trip were 
then matched to one of the 46 neighborhood clusters established by the Office of Planning in order 
to determine the number of trips between and within each cluster (Figure 31) shows the 
boundaries of the neighborhood clusters within Ward 7). For the purpose of counting the number 
of flows between any two clusters, the total number of flows was determined without taking the 
direction of the trip into account (i.e., the total number of trips between Cluster x and Cluster y is 
the sum of trips from Cluster x to Cluster y and from Cluster y to Cluster x). Finally, the total number 
of trips between each cluster was grouped based on whether the trip took place on a weekday 
(Monday–Thursday), Friday, Saturday, or Sunday. 

DDOT estimates that the INRIX data accounts for between 0.5 and 2 percent of passenger 
vehicle traffic in the District. In order to estimate the average number of trips per day, the total 
number of trips between or within each cluster was divided by 1.25 percent (representing the 
average of 0.5 and 2.0 percent) and then divided by the number of weekdays, Fridays, Saturdays, 
or Sundays on which data were collected. The number of trips in this section are estimates based 
on an extremely small sample of all trips taken within the District. To maintain visual clarity on the 
figures in this section, travel flows with fewer than 500 trips per day are not shown. 
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Figure 31 | Ward 7 Neighborhood Clusters 
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The neighborhood clusters in Ward 7 contain the following neighborhoods or areas: 
• 25: Kingman Park21 
• 26: Hill East22 
• 29: Eastland Gardens, Kenilworth 
• 30: Mayfair, Hillbrook, Mahaning Heights 
• 31: Grant Park, Fairmont Heights, Deanwood, Burrville, Lincoln Heights 
• 32: River Terrace, Benning, Greenway, Fort Dupont 
• 33: Benning Heights, Capitol View, Marshall Heights 
• 34: Twining, Fairlawn, Randle Highlands, Penn Branch, Fort Davis Park, Dupont Park 
• 35: Fairfax Village, Naylor Gardens, Hillcrest, Summit Park 
• 46: Anacostia River.23 

On weekdays (Figure 32), the largest flow entirely within Ward 7 is the 4,200 trips occurring 
within Cluster 34 (Twining, Fairlawn, Randle Highlands, Penn Branch, Fort Davis Park, Dupont 
Park). An additional 3,200 trips occur within Cluster 32 (River Terrace, Benning, Greenway, Fort 
Dupont). There are also over 2,100 trips within Cluster 30 (Mayfair, Hillbrook, Mahaning Heights) 
and Cluster 31 (Grant Park, Fairmont Heights, Deanwood, Burrville, Lincoln Heights).  

The largest number of trips on weekdays between two different clusters entirely within Ward 7 
was between Cluster 32 and Cluster 34 (Twining, Fairlawn, Randle Highlands, Penn Branch, Fort 
Davis Park, Dupont Park); about 2,100 trips take place between these two clusters each weekday. 
Other significant travel flows occurred between Cluster 30 and Cluster 32, at about 1,800 trips; 
Cluster 32 and Cluster 33 (Benning Heights, Capitol View, Marshall Heights), at about 1,700 trips; 
Cluster 34 and Cluster 35 (Fairfax Village, Naylor Gardens, Hillcrest, Summit Park), at about 1,700 
trips; and Cluster 30 and Cluster 31, at about 1,600 trips. 

Most of Cluster 25 and Cluster 26 cover areas outside of Ward 7 and include major activity 
centers such as Union Station (Cluster 25) and Capitol Hill (Cluster 26). Some of the largest 
internal flows occur within these two clusters (over 10,000 trips on average each weekday), and 
many of the largest external flows in the District start or end in Cluster 25. Some of the most 
significant external travel flows within Ward 7 involve these clusters, with nearly 2,000 trips each 
weekday between Cluster 26 and Cluster 34 and between Cluster 25 and Cluster 32.  

Friday travel flows (Figure 33) were similar to those on the other weekdays, and the flows with 
the most travel flows on Monday through Thursday were also the flows with the most travel flows 
on Fridays. However, the number of flows on Fridays within Ward 7 was about 24 percent higher 
than on Mondays through Thursdays. This may be caused by people traveling to entertainment, 
dining, or other social destinations in the evening hours after work and by service sector 

 
21 Cluster 25 also includes Stanton Park, NoMa, and Union Station. Only Kingman Park falls within Ward 7. 
22 Cluster 26 also includes Lincoln Park and Capitol Hill. Only Hill East falls within Ward 7. 
23 Cluster 46 is one of seven “additional” clusters that was created to cover areas omitted when the neighborhood clusters were 
first established in the early 2000s and includes the entire length of the Anacostia River within the District as well as the National 
Arboretum. Only the eastern half of the Anacostia River between the District boundary and Benning Road, the entire river 
between Benning Road and the Anacostia Railroad Bridge, and the eastern half of the Anacostia River between the Anacostia 
Railroad Bridge and the Sousa Bridge falls within Ward 7. 
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employees who work at those locations after their shifts end. This is in line with the 
approximately 20 percent increase in the number of trips on Fridays seen throughout the district. 

 
Figure 32 | Ward 7 Weekday (Monday–Thursday) Travel Flows 
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Figure 33 | Ward 7 Friday Travel Flows 
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Many areas that see high travel demand on Saturdays (Figure 34) also have high travel 
demand on weekdays. Within Ward 7, the number of flows in some clusters on Saturdays is equal 
to the number of flows on Mondays through Thursdays even though the total number of trips 
starting or ending in Ward 7 clusters is about 12 percent lower and the total number of trips 
throughout the District is 16 percent lower. There are over 4,200 flows within Cluster 34 (Twining, 
Fairlawn, Randle Highlands, Penn Branch, Fort Davis Park, Dupont Park), nearly 3,500 flows 
within Cluster 32 (River Terrace, Benning, Greenway, Fort Dupont), and nearly 2,400 flows within 
Cluster 33 (Benning Heights, Capitol View, Marshall Heights). The largest flow between clusters 
is between Cluster 32 and Cluster 34, a trip made nearly 2,500 times each Saturday. Other large 
flows between clusters were between Cluster 32 and Cluster 33, at about 1,800 trips; Cluster 30 
(Mayfair, Hillbrook, Mahaning Heights) and Cluster 32, at about 1,600 trips; and Cluster 34 and 
Cluster 35 (Fairfax Village, Naylor Gardens, Hillcrest, Summit Park), at about 1,600 trips. Cluster 
25 (containing Kingman Park within Ward 7) and Cluster 26 (containing Hill East within Ward 7) 
have significantly more trips that start and/or end within their boundaries than the clusters entirely 
within Ward 7. Nearly 1,800 people travel between Cluster 25 and Cluster 32 on Saturdays, 
representing a mere 6 percent decrease when compared to Monday through Thursday. Another 
1,700 people travel between Cluster 26 and Cluster 34 on Saturdays, which is about 15 percent 
fewer trips than on Monday through Thursday.  

Overall travel demand within Ward 7 is lower on Sunday (Figure 35) than on Saturday, with a 
32 percent reduction in the number of travel flows on Sunday compared to Saturday. This mirrors 
the travel patterns throughout the District, where travel flows are about 27 percent lower on 
Sunday than on Saturday. The highest travel demand is within Cluster 34, with about 2,600 trips. 
The only other internal flow with more than 2,000 trips on Sundays is within Cluster 32. There are 
nearly 1,700 internal flows within Cluster 33 and 1,600 internal flows within Cluster 31 (Grant Park, 
Fairmont Heights, Deanwood, Burrville, Lincoln Heights) on Sundays. For trips between clusters, 
the largest flow is between Cluster 32 and Cluster 34, with nearly 1,800 trips made between these 
clusters. Only three other flows have more than 1,000 trips on the average Sunday within Ward 7; 
these are between Cluster 32 and Cluster 33, at about 1,150 trips; Cluster 30 and Cluster 32, at 
about 1,100 trips; and Cluster 30 and Cluster 31, at about 1,000 trips. As is the case on the other 
days of the week, there is significant demand for trips within Cluster 25 and Cluster 26 on Sundays, 
though this occurs at a lower rate on Sunday than on any other day of the week. Approximately 
1,100 people travel between Cluster 26 and Cluster 34 and between Cluster 25 and Cluster 32 on 
Sundays.  
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Figure 34 | Ward 7 Saturday Travel Flows 
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Figure 35 | Ward 7 Sunday Travel Flows 
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Some general travel patterns were observed across all days of the week. Most trips start, end, 
or take place entirely within downtown, where most offices and tourist attractions are located. The 
Anacostia River creates natural barriers that limit certain travel flows. For example, there is greater 
demand between neighborhoods north of downtown and downtown than there is between 
neighborhoods south or east of the Anacostia River and downtown. Most trips between clusters 
tend to be short, especially if the trip does not start or end in a downtown cluster. 

TRANSIT VEHICLES 
Transit travel flows in Ward 7 are derived from AVL and APC data from Metrobus, Metrorail, 

and Circulator in the fall of 2019. A model interpolates the destination (bus stop or metro station) 
of all transit trips to develop travel flows across the region. These flows were grouped by day type 
and bus stop cluster zone (BSC zone)24 and then filtered to show flows to and from Ward 7. 

On weekdays (Monday to Thursday), the densest transit travel occurs between Ward 7 and 
downtown (Figure 36). The BSC zones that have the most travel flows to and from Ward 7 are 
those that contain the Benning Road and Minnesota Avenue Metro Stations. Furthermore, there 
is more transit activity in Ward 7 in BSC zones north of Fort Dupont Park on the weekdays. Flows 
south of Fort Dupont Park are primarily dedicated to getting across the river to and from Ward 6. 
There are few transit travel flows that bring people across Fort Dupont Park; however, the zone 
pair that serves the most of this north-south pattern are near the Minnesota Avenue Metro Station 
and the zone where Minnesota Avenue meets Pennsylvania Avenue. 

Friday transit flows have lesser volumes than Monday to Thursday but still follow similar 
patterns (Figure 37). The average daily transit travel flows decrease significantly for Saturday 
(Figure 38) and then again for Sunday (Figure 39). The origin and destination pairs that stand 
out all week long are Minnesota Avenue Metro Station, Benning Road Metro Station, and the 
neighborhoods of Deanwood, Lincoln Heights, and Fort Dupont. Furthermore, there are travel 
flows all week between Naylor Gardens and Fairfax Village and between Naylor Gardens and 
Ward 6. 

  

 
24 Zones created by WMATA for the purpose of analysis. These zones were created to capture relatively equal amounts of bus 
stops and or stations while taking into account the geographic and demographic layout of the region.  
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Figure 36 | Average Daily Transit Travel Flows, Monday-Thursday 
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Figure 37 | Average Daily Transit Travel Flows, Friday 
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Figure 38 | Average Daily Transit Travel Flows, Saturday 
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Figure 39 | Average Daily Transit Travel Flows, Sunday 
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FOR-HIRE VEHICLES 
For-hire vehicle (FHV) travel flows are derived from data provided by transportation network 

companies for Q1-Q3 2019. It is important to consider FHV travel flows in transit planning, since 
a traveler may opt for a FHV when existing transit options fall short, either because headways are 
too infrequent or there is no existing connection between the origin and destination. The dataset 
included all trips with an origin or destination in the District or surrounding Maryland and Virginia 
counties. The start and end points for each trip were then matched to one of the 46 neighborhood 
clusters established by the Office of Planning in order to determine the number of trips between 
and within each cluster. The volume of trips in this dataset is much lower than the INRIX dataset 
or the transit flows. 

On weekdays (Monday to Thursday), the densest FHV travel in Ward 7 is between Cluster 34 
(Twining, Fairlawn, Randle Highlands, Penn Branch, Fort Davis Park, Dupont Park) and Cluster 
26 (Lincoln Park, Capitol Hill) and between Cluster 34 and Cluster 8 (Downtown, Chinatown, Penn 
Quarters, Mt. Vernon Square, North Capitol Street). These two flows are the only ones to exceed 
150 average daily trips. There are also significant flows between Cluster 8 and Clusters 32 (River 
Terrace, Benning, Greenway, Fort Dupont) and 33 (Benning Heights, Capitol View, Marshall 
Heights). There are two intra-Ward 7 flows that exceed 100 average daily trips: between Cluster 
32 and Cluster 33 and between Cluster 31 (Grant Park, Fairmont Heights, Deanwood, Burrville, 
Lincoln Heights) and Cluster 33. Additionally, there are over 100 average daily trips that start and 
end in Cluster 33. These flows are shown in Figure 40. 

The volume of travel increases on Friday and Saturday, although the relative strengths of the 
top travel flows are similar to Monday to Thursday.25 The densest flow is between Clusters 34 and 
8, followed by travel between Clusters 34 and 26. All same travel flows that exceed 100 average 
daily trips from Monday to Thursday also exceed 100 on Friday and Saturday, with two additions: 
travel between Cluster 31 and Cluster 25 (Kingman Park, Stanton Park, NoMa, Union Station) and 
between Cluster 34 and Cluster 39 (Congress Heights, Bellevue, Washington Highlands). Among 
intra-cluster flows in Ward 7, there are more trips that start and end in Cluster 33 than in any other 
cluster. These flows are shown in Figure 41. 

On Sunday, the volume of trips drops to below Monday-to-Thursday levels, although the 
relative strengths of the top travel flows are again similar to the rest of the week. On Sundays, 70 
percent of cluster-to-cluster flows have a volume of 25 average daily trips or fewer. That share 
drops to 67 percent from Monday to Thursday and 64 percent on Friday and Saturday. These 
flows are shown in Figure 42. 

  

 
25 The FHV dataset aggregates Friday and Saturday data. 
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Figure 40 | Ward 7 Weekday (Mon-Thu) TNC Travel Flows 
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Figure 41 | Ward 7 Friday-Saturday TNC Travel Flows 
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Figure 42 | Ward 7 Sunday TNC Travel Flows 
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WARD 7 ROUTE ALTERNATIVES 
The project team created a set of route alternatives to serve Ward 7. These alternatives took 

into consideration public feedback, travel flows, budding development activity, and key 
connections in the area. The first round of alternatives included 10 route options (A-J) with one to 
three variations for most routes, some of which were screened out after meetings with internal 
DDOT stakeholders. The remaining alternatives, plus one new alternative (K), were further 
screened by stakeholders before going to the public for feedback. The alternatives were renamed 
for the public outreach phase according to the geographic area of Ward 7 they served: Northeast 
(NE), Southeast (SE), or north-south (NS). 

ASSUMPTIONS 
For the following analysis some basic assumptions about DDOT service in this area were made. 

Table 28 provides a breakdown of sources and assumptions for each variable. 

Table 26 | DDOT Service Assumptions 

Variable Source Assumption 
Cost per hour FY 19 DDOT Systemwide 

Data 
$92.87 

Passengers per 
hour 

FY 19 DDOT Systemwide 
Data 

21.6 

Average Speed 2019 WMATA Average 
Speed for Routes by Ward 
and Time Period 

Calculated speed using weights for the 
percentage of each Alternative that 
operated in each Ward 

Percent of 
Alignment in Ward 
7 

Ward Boundaries and 
Proposed Alignment 
shapefiles 

Calculated based on the route alignment, 
not based on stops. 

WMATA Routes 
Intersected 

2019 WMATA GTFS Counted if any route intersected with an 
alternative within a 0.15-mile distance 
tolerance. 

Schools DC Open Data All schools (Independent, Private, Public, 
Charter) and all school levels 
(Elementary, Middle, High 

Hospitals/Primary 
Care Centers 

Hospitals and Primary Care Center 
datasets 

Activity Centers Counted if an alternative intersected an 
Activity Center at any level 

Grocery Stores - 
Shopping Centers - 
Jobs ACS 2016 5-year Estimates Total number in Block Groups factored 

down for the clipped area of ¼ mile 
buffer around alternatives Population 
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ALTERNATIVE NE1: UNION STATION – DEANWOOD 
NE1 Description 

This alternative (Figure 43) provides a unique connection from Ward 7 to Ward 6 and other 
Circulator routes at Union Station. This alternative uses East Capitol Street as a main east/west 
connection between the Wards, which currently has WMATA service only during the peak hours 
on Metrobus Route 97. Within Ward 6, this alternative provides a one-seat ride from Union Station 
and the Capitol to RFK Stadium. This alternative recommendation is the only Ward 7 alignment 
that directly connects to Union Station. This alignment provides a north/south connection between 
Deanwood and Benning Road Metro station. Table 29 details the operating statistics and the key 
connections within a 1/4th mile of the alignment, while Table 30 provides additional information 
on the available connections. 

Figure 43 | Alternative Map: NE1 (Union Station – Deanwood) 
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Table 27 | Statistics Table: NE1 (Union Station – Deanwood) 
Statistic Alternative NE1 
Full Route Miles 14.97 miles 
Full Cycle Time (AM Peak) 110 minutes 
Peak (PM) Vehicles Needed 12 
Estimated Annual Hours 58,448 
Estimated Annual Ridership 1,262,477 
Estimated Annual Operating Costs $5,428,066 
Percent of Alignment in Ward 7 68% 

Key Connections Within ¼ mile of Route 
Grocery Stores 1 
Shopping Center 3 
Hospitals & Primary Care Centers 5 
Schools (all types) 23 
Activity Centers 7 
Metrobus Routes Intersected 12 
Jobs 25,800 
Population 48,231 

Table 28 | NE1 Connections 

NE1 Service Considerations 
The Blue/Orange/Silver Line connects the US Capitol area to the Stadium and Armory. The 

Metrobus Sibley–Stadium-Armory Line26 (D6) provides a one-seat ride between Union Station and 
Stadium Armory, but it operates along C Street NE and D Street NE, not East Capitol Street. 
  

 
26 D6: Sibley Hospital–Stadium-Armory Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/D5-6_181230.pdf 

Points of 
Interest 

• Union Station 
• US Capitol 
• Supreme Court 
• Library of Congress 
• Apple Tree Early 

Learning PCS – 
Lincoln Park  

• Maury Elementary 
School 

• Lincoln Park 
• Center City PCS – 

Capitol Hill 

• Eastern High School 
DC Armory 

• St. Coletta Special 
Education PCS 

• RFK Stadium DC Prep 
PCS – Benning 
Elementary & Middle 

• Benning Road 
• Benco Shopping 

Center 
• The Monroe School 
• Woodson High School 

• Burrville Elementary 
School 

• Sherriff Road 
Deanwood Library & 
Recreation Center 

• Ron Brown College 
Preparatory High 
School 

• Deanwood Station 

DDOT/Metro 
Connections 

• Union Station (Red) 
• GT-US 
• NM 
• CH-US 

• Stadium–Armory 
(Blue, Orange, Silver) 

• Benning Road (Blue, 
Silver) 

• Deanwood (Orange) 

https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/D5-6_181230.pdf
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ALTERNATIVE NE2: NEW YORK AVENUE – DEANWOOD – BENNING ROAD 
NE2 Description 

This alternative (Figure 44) provides connection between Ward 7 and Ward 5. Benning Road 
and Deanwood are connected to Fort Lincoln, with a possible extension along New York Avenue 
all the way to Ivy City and Union Market. For the System Expansion Survey, this possible extension 
was eliminated. There is currently no bus service along New York Avenue, nor any service that 
connects Fort Lincoln to Ward 7.  

Table 34 details the operating statistics and the key connections within a 1/4th mile of the 
alignment, while Table 35 provides additional information on the available connections. 

Figure 44 | Alternative Map: NE2 (New York Avenue – Deanwood – Benning Road) 
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Table 29 | Statistics Table: NE2 (New York Avenue – Deanwood – Benning Road) 

 

Table 30 | NE2 Connections 

Points of 
Interest 

• Union Market (alternative) 
• Ivy City (alternative) 
• New York Avenue (alternative) 
• Unity Health Care – New York Avenue 

Homeless Shelter (alternative) 
• Mom’s Organic Market (alternative) 
• Unity Health Care – Harbor Light 

Health Center (alternative) 
• Bladensburg Road (alternative) 
• The Children’s Guild DC PCS 

(alternative) 
• Fort Lincoln 
• Costco Wholesale 

• Elaine Ellis Center of Health 
• Deanwood Metro 
• Division Avenue 
• Burrville Elementary School 
• Woodson High School 
• The Monroe School 
• Benco Shopping Center 
• Benning Road Metro 

• Unity Health Care – East of 
the River Health Center 

DDOT/Metro 
Connections 

• Deanwood (Orange) 
• Benning Road (Blue/Silver) 

 

NE2 Service Considerations 
The Metrobus Deanwood–Alabama Line27 (W4) provides a one-seat rider between Benning 

Road and Deanwood Metro stations. The Metrobus Bladensburg Road-Anacostia Line28 (B2) 
provides north-south service along Bladensburg Road. There is no bus service along New York 
Avenue, nor any connecting Fort Lincoln to Ward 7 across the Anacostia River. 

  

 
27 W4: Deanwood–Alabama Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/W4_181230.pdf 
28 B2: Bladensburg Road-Anacostia Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/B2_190623.pdf 

Statistic Alternative NE2 Variation: to Union Market 
Full Route Miles 11.00 miles 17.69 miles 
Full Cycle Time (AM Peak) 80 minutes 130 minutes 
Peak (PM) Vehicles Needed 9 14 
Estimated Annual Hours 43,304 69,274 
Estimated Annual Ridership 935,366 1,262,477 
Estimated Annual Operating Costs $4,021,642 $6,433,479 
Percent of Alignment in Ward 7 77% 55% 

Key Connections Within ¼ Mile of Alternative Corridor 
Grocery Stores 1 3 
Shopping Center 1 2 
Hospitals & Primary Care Centers 2 5 
Schools (all types) 10 11 
Activity Centers 3 5 
Metrobus Routes Intersected 6 11 
Jobs 4,320 13,193 
Population 20,624 28,590 

https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/W4_181230.pdf
https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/B2_190623.pdf
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ALTERNATIVE SE1: POTOMAC AVE – BENNING ROAD 
SE1 Description 

This alternative (Figure 45) provides a connection between Ward 7 and Ward 6 while also 
offering a north/south connection within Ward 7, along Benning Road and Alabama Avenue. Using 
Pennsylvania Avenue, this alternative provides a connection between Ward 7 and Potomac 
Avenue, another connection to the Blue, Orange, and Silver lines. Table 33 details the operating 
statistics and the key connections within a 1/4th mile of the alignment, while Table 34 provides 
additional information on the available connections. 

Figure 45 | Alternative Map: SE1 (Potomac Avenue – Benning Road) 
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Table 31 | Statistics Table: SE1 (Potomac Avenue – Benning Road) 
Statistic Alternative SE1 
Full Route Miles 9.30 miles 
Full Cycle Time (AM Peak) 70 minutes 
Peak (PM) Vehicles Needed 7 
Estimated Annual Hours 36,796 
Estimated Annual Ridership 794,794 
Estimated Annual Operating Costs $3,417,245 
Percent of Alignment in Ward 7 88% 

Key Connections Within ¼ Mile of Route 
Grocery Stores 3 
Shopping Center 4 
Hospitals & Primary Care Centers 3 
Schools (all types) 18 
Activity Centers 4 
Metrobus Routes Intersected 28 
Jobs 4,033 
Population 29,349 

Table 32 | SE1 Connections 

Points of Interest • Jenkins Row Shopping Center 
• Potomac Avenue Station 
• Harris Teeter 
• Friendship PCS – Chamerlain 

Elementary & Middle 
• Pennsylvania Avenue 
• Yes! Organic 
• St. Francis Xavier School 
• Randle Highlands Elementary School 
• Penn Branch Shopping Center 
• Alabama Avenue 
• Health and Human Services Office 

• Fort Davis Recreation Center 
• CNPA Fort Davis (Children’s 

National Primary Care) 
• Dupont Park Adventist School 
• Rocketship Legacy Prep PCS 
• KIPP DC PCS Benning Campus 
• Benning Ridge Department of 

Motor Vehicles 
• Benco Shopping Center 
• Unity Health Care – East of the 

River Health Center 
• Benning Road 

DDOT/Metro 
Connections 

• Potomac Ave (Blue, Orange, Silver) 
• Benning Road (Blue, Silver) 

 

 
SE1 Service Considerations 

The Metrobus Fairfax Village Line29 (M6) operates between Fairfax Village and Potomac 
Avenue Station along Pennsylvania Avenue. The Metrobus Deanwood–Alabama Line30 (W4) 
connects Deanwood Station and Fairfax Village using Division Avenue, and Southern Avenue 
rather than Alabama Avenue. Currently, the W4 operates with 15-minute peak frequency and 30-
minute midday frequency. 

 
29 M6: Fairfax Village Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/m6.pdf 
30 W4: Deanwood–Alabama Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/W4_181230.pdf 

https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/m6.pdf
https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/W4_181230.pdf
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ALTERNATIVE SE2: ALABAMA – GOOD HOPE – NAYLOR 
SE2 Description 

This alternative (Figure 46) provides connection between Ward 7 and Ward 6 at Potomac 
Avenue using Pennsylvania Avenue, Naylor Road, and Suitland Road. This alternative provides 
asymmetrical service in Ward 7 with a clockwise loop starting at Pennsylvania and Minnesota 
Avenues, following 38th Street NE, Alabama Avenue, Naylor Road, 23rd Street SE, and 
Minnesota Avenue. Table 35 details the operating statistics and the key connections within a 1/4th 
mile of the alignment, while Table 36 provides additional information on the available connections. 

Figure 46 | Alternative Map: SE2 (Alabama – Good Hope – Naylor) 
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Table 33 | Statistics Table: SE2 (Alabama – Good Hope – Naylor) 

 

Table 34 | SE2 Connections 

Points of Interest • Potomac Avenue 
• Pennsylvania Avenue 
• Jenkins Row Shopping Center 
• Harris Teeter 
• Friendship PCS – Chamberlain 

Elementary & Middle 
• Yes! Oragnic 
• St. Francis Xavier School 
• Randle Highlands Elementary School 

• Penn Branch Shopping Center 
• I Dream PCS 
• Good Hope 

Marketplace/Skyland 
• Safeway 
• Naylor Road 
• Stanton Elementary School 
• Lee Montessori PCS – East 

End 
• Boone Elementary School 

DDOT/Metro 
Connections 

• Potomac Ave (Blue, Orange, Silver) 
• EM-LP 
• CH-US 

 

SE2 Service Considerations 
The current Metrobus Fairfax Village Line 31  (M6) operates between Fairfax Village and 

Potomac Avenue Station along Pennsylvania Avenue. Furthermore, the current Metrobus 
Pennsylvania Avenue Line32 (30N, 30S, 32, 34, 36) also serves this area between Skyland and 
Potomac Avenue. The comparable service runs every 5 minutes in the peak and every 10 minutes 
in the off-peak. 

 
  

 
31 M6: Fairfax Village Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/m6.pdf 
32 32, 34, 36: Pennsylvania Avenue Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/32,34,36_151219.pdf 

Statistic Alternative SE2 
Full Route Miles 5.49 miles 
Full Cycle Time (AM Peak) 40 minutes 
Peak (PM) Vehicles Needed 5 
Estimated Annual Hours 22,747 
Estimated Annual Ridership 491,335 
Estimated Annual Operating Costs $2,112,514 
Percent of Alignment in Ward 7 63% 

Key Connections Within ¼ Mile of Alternative Corridor 
Grocery Stores 4 
Shopping Center 4 
Hospitals & Primary Care Centers 1 
Schools (all types) 7 
Activity Centers 3 
Metrobus Routes Intersected 19 
Jobs 3,557 
Population  24,701 

https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/m6.pdf
https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/32,34,36_151219.pdf
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ALTERNATIVE NS1: SKYLAND – MINNESOTA AVENUE – DEANWOOD 
NS1 Description 

This alternative (Figure 47) operates within Ward 7 only and provides a north/south connection 
between Skyland and Deanwood. This alternative provides service primarily along Minnesota 
Avenue, Branch Avenue, Pennsylvania Avenue, 8th Street SE, and Alabama Avenue. This 
alternative provides a one-seat ride from Skyland/Fairfax Village to Minnesota Avenue, which is 
currently not possible with WMATA services. This alternative extends to the Shops at Dakota 
Crossing and the Costco in Fort Lincoln using Kenilworth Avenue and New York Avenue. There 
is currently no one-seat service between Ward 7 and Fort Lincoln. Table 37 and Table 38 provide 
additional details on this alternative. 

Figure 47 | Alternative Map: NS1 (Skyland – Minnesota Avenue – Deanwood) 
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Table 35 | Statistics Table NS1 (Skyland – Minnesota Avenue – Deanwood) 

Table 36 | NS1 Connections 

Points of Interest • Good Hope Marketplace/Skyland 
• Safeway 
• Stanton Elementary School 
• I Dream PCS 
• Health and Human Services Office 
• Pennsylvania Avenue 
• Penn Branch Shopping Center 
• Kimball Elementary School 
• Unity Health Care – Minnesota Avenue 

Health Center 

• East River Park Shopping 
Center 

• Friendship PCS – Collegiate 
Academy 

• Sherriff Road 
• Deanwood Library & 

Recreation Center 
• Elaine Ellis Center of Health 
• Costco Wholesale 

DDOT/Metro 
Connections 

• Minnesota Avenue (Orange) 
• Deanwood (Orange) 

 

NS1 Service Considerations 
The Metrobus Deanwood–Minnesota Ave Line33 (U7) and Sheriff Road–River Terrace Line34 

(U4) operate in this northern portion of Ward 7 using many shared segments as this alternative. 
Route U4 has 15-minute peak service and 30-minute midday service, while the Route U7 has 20-
minute all day service.  

 
33 U7: Deanwood–Minnesota Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/U7_180624.pdf 
34 U4: Sheriff Road–River Terrace Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/U4_161218.pdf 

Statistic Alternative NS1 Variation: Fort Lincoln 
Full Route Miles 11.24 miles 16.72 miles 
Full Cycle Time (AM Peak) 80 minutes 120 minutes 
Peak (PM) Vehicles Needed 9 13 
Estimated Annual Hours 43,304 63,861 
Estimated Annual Ridership 935,366 1,379,398 
Estimated Annual Operating Costs $4,021,642 $5,930,771 
Percent of Alignment in Ward 7 100% 85% 

Key Connections Within ¼ Mile of Alternative Corridor 
Grocery Stores 1 2 
Shopping Center 3 4 
Hospitals & Primary Care Centers 3 3 
Schools (all types) 13 13 
Activity Centers 2 4 
Metrobus Routes Intersected 8 9 
Jobs 3,422 6,651 
Population 26,785 30,503 

https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/U7_180624.pdf
https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/U4_161218.pdf
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ALTERNATIVE NS2: ANACOSTIA – BENNING ROAD 
NS2 Description 

This alternative (Figure 48) provides connection between Ward 7 and Ward 8. This alternative 
runs from the Benning Road Metrorail Station, Benning Road, and Alabama Avenue to serve the 
Good Hope Marketplace. This route then travels through Ward 8 to the Anacostia Station. This 
route links the Green Line to the Blue and Silver Lines without crossing the Anacostia River. Table 
39 and Table 40 provide additional details on this alternative. 

Figure 48 | Alternative Map: NS2 (Anacostia – Benning Road) 
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Table 37 | Statistics Table: NS2 (Anacostia – Benning Road) 

 

Table 38 | NS2 Connections 

Points of 
Interest 

• Harris Teeter 
• Van Ness Elementary 

School 
• Unity Health Care – 

Southwest Health 
Center 

• Anacostia Arts Center 
• Ketcham Elementary 

School 
• Marbury Plaza 

Shopping Center 
• Stanton Elementary 

School 

• Good Hope 
Marketplace/Skyland 

• I Dream PCS 
• Beers Elementary School 
• Health and Human 

Services Office  
• CNPA Fort Davis 

(Children’s National 
Primary Care) 

• Fort Davis Recreation 
Center 

• Dupont Park Adventist 
School 

• Rocketship Legacy 
Prep PCS  

• KIPP DC PCS 
Benning Campus 

• Benning Ridge 
Department of Motor 
Vehicles 

• Benco Shopping 
Center 

• Unity Health Care – 
East of the River 
Health Center 

DDOT/Metro 
Connections 

 
 

• Navy Yard-Ballpark 
(Green) 

• CH-US 

• Anacostia (Green) 
• Benning Road (Blue, 

Silver) 

• Minnesota Avenue 
(Orange) 

NS2 Service Considerations 
The Metrobus Deanwood–Alabama Line 35  (W4) provides identical service between the 

Benning Road Metro Station and Skyland (following Benning Road, Southern Avenue, 
Pennsylvania Avenue, and Alabama Avenue). The W4 also offers an indirect ride between the 
Good Hope Marketplace and the Anacostia Metro station via Congress Heights. 

  

 
35 W4: Deanwood–Alabama Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/W4_181230.pdf 

Statistic Alternative NS2 
Full Route Miles 10.85 miles 
Full Cycle Time (AM Peak) 70 minutes 
Peak (PM) Vehicles Needed 8 
Estimated Annual Hours 41,176 
Estimated Annual Ridership 889,402 
Estimated Annual Operating Costs $3,824,015 
Percent of Alignment in Ward 7 65% 

Key Connections Within ¼ Mile of Route 
Grocery Stores 1 
Shopping Center 4 
Hospitals & Primary Care Centers 7 
Schools (all types) 25 
Activity Centers 3 
Metrobus Routes Intersected 32 
Jobs 3,164 
Population  30,975 

https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/W4_181230.pdf
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ALTERNATIVE NS3: ANACOSTIA – BENNING ROAD VIA MINNESOTA AVENUE 
NS3 Description 

This alternative (Figure 49) provides a similar connection to Alternative J between Anacostia 
Station and Benning Road Station. From Anacostia Station, the route uses Good Hope Road and 
Alabama Avenue SE to serve Skyland and Good Hope Marketplace before heading north on 
Branch Avenue to Minnesota Avenue, then turning on Benning Road to end at Benning Road 
Station. This route links the Green Line to the Blue and Silver Lines without crossing the Anacostia 
River. Table 41 and Table 42 provide additional details on this alternative. 

Figure 49 | Alternative Map: NS3 (Anacostia – Benning Road via Minnesota Avenue) 
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Table 39 | Statistics Table: NS3 (Anacostia – Benning Road via Minnesota Avenue) 

 

Table 40 | NS3 Connections 
Points of 
Interest 

• Navy Yard 
• Harris Teeter 
• Van Ness Elementary School 
• Unity Health Care – Southwest Health 

Center 
• Ketcham Elementary School 
• Marbury Plaza Shopping Center 
• Stanton Elementary School 
• Safeway 
• Good Hope Marketplace/Skyland 
• I Dream PCS  
• Branch Avenue & Pennsylvania Avenue 

• Penn Branch Shopping Center 
• Dupont Park 
• Randle Circle Park 
• Fort DuPont 
• Kimball Elementary School 
• DC Prep PCS – Benning 

Elementary & Middle 
• Benning Road NE 
• Benco Shopping Center 
• Unity Health Care – East of the 

River Health Center 

DDOT/Metro 
Connections 

• Navy Yard-Ballpark (Green) 
• CH-US 

• Anacostia Station (Green) 
• Benning Road Station (Blue, 

Silver) 

NS3 Service Considerations 
The Metrobus Deanwood–Alabama Line36 (W4) provides comparable service between the 

Benning Road Metro Station and Skyland albeit a different alignment (following Benning Road, 
Southern Avenue, Pennsylvania Avenue, and Alabama Avenue). The W4 also offers an indirect 
ride between the Good Hope Marketplace and the Anacostia Metro station via Congress Heights. 
There is no service on the northern segment of Branch Avenue between Pennsylvania and 
Minnesota Avenues.  

 
36 W4: Deanwood–Alabama Line https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/W4_181230.pdf 

Statistic Alternative NS3 
Full Route Miles 11.45 miles 
Full Cycle Time (AM Peak) 80 minutes 
Peak (PM) Vehicles Needed 9 
Estimated Annual Hours 43,304 
Estimated Annual Ridership 935,366 
Estimated Annual Operating Costs $4,021,642 
Percent of Alignment in Ward 7 67% 

Key Connections Within ¼ Mile of Route 
Grocery Stores 2 
Shopping Center 5 
Hospitals & Primary Care Centers 6 
Schools (all types) 11 
Activity Centers 4 
Metrobus Routes Intersected 47 
Jobs 3,711 
Population  31,184 

https://www.wmata.com/schedules/timetables/upload/W4_181230.pdf
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 
Table 43 provides numerous service-related details so that each of the potential new Circulator 

alternatives can be compared. Operational details are provided, such as route length, vehicle need, 
and estimated annual revenue hours. Estimated ridership numbers have been calculated, as well 
as estimated annual cost for each alternative. The specific generators, such as grocery stores, 
hospitals, and schools have been identified for each alternative, as well as the residential and 
employment populations within a quarter mile of the route. 

WARD 7 DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW 
The team reviewed the plans of nine proposed or ongoing developments in Ward 7 to gauge 

the degree to which those developments—and the new residents, workers, and customers that 
will accompany them—would be served by the proposed alignments. Table 44 summarizes the 
developments reviewed, the alignment alternatives that would serve those developments, the 
proposed uses on each site, and the forecasted transit ridership at each site as estimated by the 
developers. Square footage figures are rounded. Figure 50 shows the location of each proposed 
development in relation to the seven alignment alternatives. 

As shown in Table 44 and Figure 50, Alignment NS1 serves the most number of Ward 7 
developments Therefore, Alignment NS1 has the potential to capture many of the new trips 
generated by approximately 2,640 new residential units and 1.08 million square feet of new retail, 
office, and medical buildings—more than any other alignment alternative. 
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Table 41 | Comparison of Alternatives 
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NE1 14.97 
mi 

110 min 12 58,448 1,262,477 $5,428,066 68% 1 3 5 23 7 12 25,800 48,231 

NE2 11.00 
mi 

80 min 9 43,304 935,366 $4,021,642 77% 1 1 2 10 3 6 4,320 20,624 

SE1 9.30 
mi 

70 min 7 36,796 794,794 $3,417,245 88% 3 4 3 18 4 28 4,033 9,349 

SE2 5.49 
mi 

40 min 5 22,747 491,335 $2,112,514 63% 4 4 1 7 3 19 3,557 24,701 

NS1 11.24 
mi 

80 min 9 43,304 935,366 $4,021,642  100% 1 3 3 13 2 8 3,422 26,785 

NS2 10.85 
mi 

70 min 8 41,176 889,402 $3,824,015 65% 1 4 7 25 3 32 3,164 30,975 

NS3 11.45 
mi 

80 min 9 43,304 935,366 $4,021,642 67% 2 5 6 11 4 47 3,711 31,184 
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Table 42 | Ward 7 Development Plans Reviewed 

Development Location Alignments 
Serving 

Site 

Proposed Uses (net gain) Forecasted Transit 
Ridership 

Capitol Gateway PUD E Capitol St / 58th 
St NE / 61st NE 

none 290 residential units; 170,000 sf of 
retail/restaurant 

35% of residential traffic 

20% of retail traffic 

Deanwood Park-and-
Ride Development 

Deanwood Metro 
station 

NE1, 
NS1, 
NE2 

160 residential units; 10,000 sf of retail 129 new Metrorail riders 
daily 

Deanwood Town 
Center PUD 

Nannie Helen 
Boroughs Ave / 
Division Ave SE 

NE1 183 residentials units; 22,000 sf of 
retail 

35% of residential traffic 

25% of retail traffic 

Meadow Green 
Courts 
Redevelopment 

E Capitol St / 
Minnesota Ave / B 
St NE 

NE1, 
NS1, 
NS3 

472 residential units 25% via bus (estimated 
52 new bus trips daily) 

Northeast Heights Minnesota Ave / 
Benning Rd NE 

NS1, 
SE1, 
NS2, 
NS3 

1,200 residential units; 258,000 sf of 
retail/office 

 

Parkside Parcels 8, 9, 
and 10 

Parkside Pl / 
Roosevelt Pl / 
Kenilworth 
Terrace / Cassell 
Pl NE 

NS1, 
SE1, 
NS2 

Stage 1: 330-365 residential units; 
22,000 sf of retail 

Stage 2: 381 residential units; 113,000 
sf of office; 32,000 sf of retail 

45% of residential traffic 

30% of office traffic 

30% of retail traffic 

Parkside Parcel 11 Hayes St / 
Parkside Pl / 
Cassell Pl / 
Kenilworth Terr 
NE 

NS1, 
SE1, 
NS2 

191 residential units 55% 

Parkside Parcel 12 Kenilworth 
Terrace / Grant Pl 
/ Kenilworth Ave / 
Cassell Pl NE 

NS1, 
SE1, 
NS2 

456,000 sf of office; 7,000 sf of retail 45-70% of office traffic 

45% of retail traffic 

Skyland Town Center 
PUD (Blocks 1, 3, and 
4) 

Naylor Rd / Good 
Hope Rd / 
Alabama Ave SE 

NS1, 
SE2, 
NS2, 
NS3 

252 residential units; 48,000 sf of 
retail; 131,000 sf medical building* 

30% of residential traffic 

34% of grocery/retail 
traffic 

26% of medical building 
traffic 

 
*Skyland Town Center Block 2, which is already under construction, is producing 263 residential units and 84,000 
square feet of retail. 
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Figure 50 | Map of Alignment Alternatives and Proposed Developments Reviewed 
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ASSUMPTIONS 
For the following analysis some basic assumptions about DDOT service in this area were made. 

Table 45 provides a breakdown of sources and assumptions for each variable. 

Table 43 | Assumptions for New Ward 7 Route 

Variable Source Assumption 
Cost per hour FY 19 DDOT Systemwide 

Data 
$92.87 

Passengers per 
hour 

FY 19 DDOT Systemwide 
Data 

21.6 

Average Speed 2019 WMATA Average 
Speed for Routes by Ward 
and Time Period 

Calculated speed using weights for the 
percentage of each Alternative that operated 
in each Ward 

Percent of 
Alignment in Ward 7 

Ward Boundaries and 
Proposed Alignment 
shapefiles 

Calculated based on the route alignment, not 
based on stops. 

WMATA Routes 
Intersected 

2019 WMATA GTFS Counted if any route intersected with an 
alternative within a 0.15-mile distance 
tolerance. 

Schools DC Open Data All schools (Independent, Private, Public, 
Charter) and all school levels (Elementary, 
Middle, High 

Hospitals/Primary 
Care Centers 

Hospitals and Primary Care Center datasets 

Activity Centers Counted if an alternative intersected an 
Activity Center at any level 

Grocery Stores - 
Shopping Centers - 
Jobs ACS 2016 5-year Estimates Total number in Block Groups factored down 

for the clipped area of ¼ mile buffer around 
alternatives 

Population 

 
SELECTED ALTERNATIVE: NE1 (UNION STATION – DEANWOOD) 

The alternative that received the most support through the System Expansion Survey was NE1, 
with 36 percent of survey respondents choosing it as their top choice. Alternatives NE2 and SE1 
were the next most popular choices, with 13 and 11 percent of respondents choosing them as 
their top choices, respectively. Thus, alternative NE1 is DDOT’s recommended alternative for the 
new Ward 7 route. More detail on the survey results and the public outreach process is available 
in later in this chapter. 
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Cross Street Existing WMATA Stop Existing DDOT Stop 
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Through further traffic analysis of the preferred Ward 7 alternative route, it was determined that 
mitigations were to be developed due to difficult turning movements of the initial design as it 
approaches Union Station. Two mitigation options were developed, both of which provide service 
to Union Station while also allowing for less difficult turning movements for DC Circulator buses. 
The route maps, along with other supporting graphics, are located in Appendix H. Future efforts 
will include performing bus test runs through multiple options and deciding which is most feasible. 
Proposed stop locations are outlined in Table 46. 

Table 44 | Ward 7 Route Proposed Stop Locations 

Stop Location Existing WMATA 
Stops 

Deanwood Bus Loop 1 
Eastern Avenue & Lee Street  2 
Division Avenue & Nannie Helen Burroughs 
Avenue 

2 

Division Avenue & Blaine Street 2 
East Capitol Street & Benning Road 2 
East Capitol Street & 40th Street 2 
Stadium-Armory Bus Bay 1 
East Capitol Street & 17th Street 2 
East Capitol Street & 8th Street 2 
East Capitol Street & 3rd Street 2 
E Street & Columbus Circle (Union Station) 1 (DDOT) 
Total Stops 19 

 

4.2. TDP Public Engagement – System Expansion Survey 
In the second phase of the TDP 2020 

Update, the project team developed the 
System Expansion Survey to obtain 
feedback from members of the public on 
the seven potential alternatives drafted for 
the new Ward 7 route. Leading up to the 
release of the survey, the project team 
hosted a virtual focus group on September 
14, 2020, for select members of the Ward 
7 and Ward 8 community to review all the 
drafted alternatives and provide feedback. 
The project team originally requested that 
focus group participants provide feedback 
via a survey to narrow the seven route 
options down to four, which would then be released to the public. However, in response to 
feedback from participants, the team decided to release all seven alternatives to the public in the 
System Evaluation Survey. 

 
  

Screenshot from the virtual public meeting. 
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COMMUNITY MEETINGS 
DDOT team members presented at ten Ward 7 community meetings during September and 

October 2020. DDOT staff members used these appearances to raise awareness about and 
promote participation in the System Expansion Survey and virtual public meeting. DDOT hosted 
a virtual public meeting on October 14, 2020, through the Zoom platform. The meeting had 40 
attendees where participants submitted public comments via a Title VI questionnaire, a virtual chat 
feature, and directly to presenters via a live audio and video feed. The range of virtual outreach 
activities allowed the project team ultimately to gather a representative sample of responses to 
the System Expansion Survey in an eight-week timeframe (Table 47). 

Table 45 | System Expansion Survey Public Involvement Activities 

Event Date 

Ward 7 Resident Focus Group September 14, 2020 

Presentation to Eastland Gardens Civic Association September 15, 2020 

Presentation to ANC 7F September 15, 2020 

Presentation to Fairlawn Citizens Association September 15, 2020 

Presentation to Marshall Heights Community Development 
Organization 

September 16, 2020 

Presentation to ANC 7B September 17, 2020 

System Expansion Survey launched September 21, 2020 

Presentation to Deanwood Citizens Association September 28, 2020 

Presentation to ANC 8A October 6, 2020 

Presentation to ANC 7D October 13, 2020 

Presentation to ANC 7E October 13, 2020 

Virtual Public Meeting October 14, 2020 

Presentation to Friends of Kingman Park October 15, 2020 

Presentation to Marshall Heights Civic Association October 17, 2020 

System Expansion Survey closed October 23, 2020 
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SYSTEM EXPANSION SURVEY 
The System Expansion Survey asked participants about their current transportation habits and 

use of Circulator. Respondents were shown the seven potential route alternatives and asked to 
rank their top three choices. Respondents were also able to leave additional comments and 
suggestions. The System Expansion Survey launched on September 21 and closed for responses 
on October 23, 2020. There were 1,733 survey responses submitted. 

The survey was advertised through the DC Circulator website, radio commercials, newspaper 
ads, posters, direct mail and social media (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram). The team also 
circulated the survey via emails to neighborhood listservs, ANC Commissioners, and civic 
association representatives. Survey respondents were offered the chance to enter a raffle for a 
$20 Amazon gift card as an incentive. 

SURVEY SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 
SOCIAL MEDIA ADS 

The project team ran ads on Facebook and Instagram to promote participation in the System 
Expansion Survey and the Ward 7 virtual public meeting. The ads began on October 1 and ran 
until October 23, 2020. The ads were seen by over 34,000 people. 

TEXT MESSAGES 
A text message promoting the System Expansion Survey was sent to 30,000 cell phone 

numbers registered to Ward 7 addresses on October 17, 2020. The message contained a link to 
the survey. Over 2,400 recipients clicked on the link embedded in the text message to visit the 
survey. 

WARD 7 MAILER 
The project team distributed a mailer to 21,794 

addresses in ZIP codes 20019 and 20020 
promoting the virtual public meeting and 
encouraging residents to complete the System 
Expansion Survey. The mailer also contained a QR 
code that directed residents to the survey and listed 
a phone number for residents to call and request a 
paper copy of the survey. Thirty-six recipients 
requested a copy of the survey to be mailed to their 
residence. 

WINDOW CLINGS/POSTERS 
The project team designed posters promoting 

the Ward 7 public meeting and System Expansion 
Survey. The posters were placed on 72 buses as 
window clings and as posters at 20 bus stops and 
other community locations in Ward 7. The posters 
included a QR code that directed residents to the 
survey and listed a phone number for residents to 
call and request a paper copy of the survey. 
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NEWSPAPER ADS 
The project team placed an advertisement in the October 5, 2020, edition of the Washington 

Informer newspaper promoting the Ward 7 public meeting and System Expansion Survey. The ad 
included a QR code that directed residents to the survey and listed a phone number for residents 
to call and request a paper copy of the survey. 

RADIO ADS 
The project team placed ads on WKYS 93.9 FM and WHUR 96.3 FM radio stations promoting 

the Ward 7 public meeting and encouraging residents to complete the System Expansion Survey. 
The ads on WHUR began on September 21 and completed on September 30, 2020. The ads on 
WKYS began on October 5 and ran until October 14. 

SURVEY RESULTS 
This section summarizes the responses from the initial survey on the existing system 

evaluation. The full survey and results may be found in Appendix F. 

RIDER STATUS 
The majority of respondents (54 percent) marked that they were not currently Circulator riders. 

However, the majority did take public transportation at least once a week. 

Figure 51 | Q4: Do you currently use the DC Circulator? 
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Figure 52 | Q3: How often do you ride public transportation? 

 
 

For the respondents who noted that they were current users of Circulator, the two top purposes 
for riding were work (444 responses) and entertainment (420 responses). 

Figure 53 | Q5: For what purpose? (Select all that apply) 
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ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS 
Alternative NE1: Union Station – Deanwood was the top selection as 36 percent of 

respondents ranked this route as their first choice. Alternative NE2: New York Ave – Deanwood – 
Benning Rd was the second most popular alternative, receiving 13 percent of first place selections. 

Figure 54 | Q10: Out of the following four route alternatives, please rank your top three, with First Choice 
being your most preferred route and Third Choice being your least preferred route. 

 

4.3. Public Comment Period on the Draft TDP 
The preliminary recommendations on this TDP were available for public comment in the 

Summer of 2021. This input was considered in modifying or removing certain recommendations 
from the draft TDP.  

4.4. Removed Service Recommendations 
The draft TDP contained other route recommendations that were available for public comment 

in the Summer of 2021. After feedback from stakeholders and the public, the final TDP omitted 
the following from official recommendations.   

WP-AM ROUTE REALIGNMENT 
In the 2020 Draft Report, the WP-AM route was proposed for realignment. The TDP proposed 

relocating the Woodley Park – Adams Morgan route’s final stop on its western terminus at the 
Woodley Park – Adams Morgan Metrorail Station (Figure 55). The existing stop on Connecticut 
Avenue NW requires a sharp right turn that is difficult even with a light, due to personal vehicles 
blocking the box. Additionally, after this right-side stop, the bus must cross three lanes of traffic to 
make a left turn onto Calvert Street NW, which is difficult on a major thoroughfare like Connecticut 
Avenue NW. This recommendation proposed relocating the stop to 24th Street NW, on the west 
side of the Metrorail station. Currently, operators often let passengers off here instead of the 
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designated stop when there is congestion. However, this recommendation would involve some 
infrastructure considerations: 

• The allocation of space for a bus shelter and bus pad on 24th Street NW. 
• The reconstruction of the plaza around the Metrorail station so that there is ADA access from 

the west side (currently there are only stairs, which would require disabled persons to loop 
around the north side of the station). 

• The existing stop along Connecticut Avenue is currently owned by DDOT and has a shelter. 
This shelter could be moved to the proposed stop location to make this a cost neutral change. 

This recommendation was evaluated but deemed infeasible due to road geometry, 
traffic conflicts and parking impacts. However, this stop should be considered for future 
infrastructure and amenity improvements (such as increase bad pad length or better enforcement 
of no-parking zones) to alleviate these operational challenges.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 55 | WP-AM Terminus Location Recommendation 
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CH-US ROUTE REALIGNMENT 
In the 2020 Draft Report, the CH-US route was proposed for realignment. This alternative 

realignment altered the end of route approach to Union Station to mimic that of the NM route so 
that they can share a bus stop on E Street NE and provide an easier transfer point between 
Circulator routes (Figure 56). 

Sharing a single stop can also allow DDOT to invest more in stop amenities and better 
advertise Circulator services for Union Station passengers, thereby improving the system’s ease-
of-use.  

This recommendation was evaluated deemed undesirable due to feedback from bus operators 
indicating that passengers prefer to alight the bus prior to entering Columbus Circle to transfer to 
another bus or the train. However, this stop should be considered for future wayfinding efforts to 
ease transfers to other Circulators. 

Figure 56 | CH-US Route Realignment Recommendation 
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EM-LP ROUTE ALIGNMENT 
In the 2020 Draft Report, the EM-LP route was proposed for realignment. This route was the 

lowest-performing route in almost every performance metric in 2019. This route is currently one of 
the shortest routes at 5.4 miles round trip and connects Eastern Market with L’Enfant Plaza via 
7th Street and M Street. These two destinations can be accessed by the Blue, Orange, and Silver 
Metro lines with only three stops in between. In order to create a more unique route that serves a 
better purpose within the DC Circulator system, the project team recommended a route 
realignment and extension. This new alignment is outlined below and shown in Figure 57. This 
route would serve 7th Street and M Street between Mt Vernon Square and 11th Street (Navy 
Yard). This proposed alignment would require a name change to Navy Yard – Mt Vernon Square. 

The west end of the existing route currently terminates at D Street SW and 7th Street NW near 
L’Enfant Plaza Metro station. The proposed west side extension would instead have the bus 
continue travel north along 7th Street NW to terminate before Mt Vernon Square and 
Massachusetts Ave NW. The route could take three right turns on K Street, 6th Street, and I Street 
before returning to the southbound alignment on 7th Street. This proposed extension would allow 
for transfer opportunities to two DC Circulator routes, NM and GT-US, as well as more WMATA 
routes and Metro stations. Proposed stops are spaced between 0.25 miles and 0.35 miles apart 
on the west end extension. These stops are located along 7th Street at five cross-streets which 
are outlined in Table 48. 

The east end of the existing route travels north on 8th Street SE before turning west on 
Pennsylvania Avenue, serving the Eastern Market Metro station. This alignment allowed for 
duplicative transfer points between the EM-LP and CH-US route. The proposed alignment would 
terminate at 8th Street SE and L Street SE, which still allows passengers the opportunity to transfer 
to the CH-US route. 

This recommendation was evaluated but deemed infeasible due to community feedback that 
preferred the existing alignment. 
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Figure 57 | Proposed EM-LP Alignment and Extension 

 
 
Table 46 | EM-LP Proposed Stops on 7th Street SW/NW 

Stop Cross Street Connections and Destinations 

D Street SW • L’Enfant Plaza Metro station (Blue, Orange, Silver, Green, 
Yellow lines) 

• Constitution Center 

Jefferson Drive SW • National Mall (NM Circulator Route) 
• Smithsonian Museums 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 

• Archives – Navy Memorial- Penn Quarter Metro station (Green 
and Yellow lines) 

G Street NW • Capital One Arena 
• National Portrait Gallery 
• Gallery Place – Chinatown Metro station (Red, Green, and 

Yellow lines) 

Massachusetts 
Avenue NW 

• GT-US Circulator Route 
• Mount Vernon Square 
• Walter E. Washington Convention Center 
• Carnegie Library 
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4.5. System Branding and Level of Service Recommendations 
Since the inception of the DC Circulator all routes have run at 10-minute headways using wide 

stop spacing. This philosophy stems from the 2003 Downtown Circulator Implementation Plan that 
emphasized visitor mobility, downtown worker mobility, economic development, congestion relief, 
and mitigating homeland security restrictions. The original marketing plan aimed to create a brand 
for transit service that stressed short and quick rides. With service reliably coming every 10 
minutes passengers would not need a schedule. Even the distinctive red vehicles were meant to 
convey a service unlike other public transit in the District. 

The DC Circulator has since grown significantly, both in ridership and in geographical coverage 
area, leading to the need for a more detailed evaluation of the existing service structure, and that 
structure’s branding in turn. For instance, if a route has low ridership demand, is it in District’s best 
interest to continue to invest resources to run buses on that route every 10 minutes for the sake 
of the uniform service structure? This analysis evaluates the potential for creating one or more 
additional service levels, including but not limited to: 

• Frequent service (every 10 minutes) 
• Standard service (every 15-30 minutes) 
• Rush-hour service only 

These approaches to structuring service were shared and discussed with DDOT administration 
and staff at an internal planning meeting on September 4, 2020. Participants had the opportunity 
to question and critique the elements of each approach. Further analysis was requested to include 
recommended frequency changes per route. 

APPROACHES TO STRUCTURING SERVICE 
Three methods were considered as viable approaches to structuring service: a data-driven 

approach, a brand and purpose approach, and a hybrid of the two (Figure 58). 

Figure 58 | Three Approaches to Structuring Service 
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DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH 
In the data-driven approach, transit planners look at a route’s performance levels based on a 

variety of metrics, including ridership, on-time performance, farebox revenue, costs, and others. 
They also set certain goals for these metrics to determine a desired performance level, typically 
calibrated to maximize revenue relative to operational costs. Planners then compare a route’s 
average performance level to its desired performance level to adjust the frequency of service. This 
often means a route runs more frequently during peak hours, when there are more customers 
using transit. Under this scenario travelers would need to consult a timetable, since the bus arrival 
intervals would not be regular. This approach makes efficient use of an agency’s resources but 
presents more barriers for users. 

BRAND AND PURPOSE APPROACH 
In the brand and purpose approach, an agency decides what level of frequency matches the 

perceived purpose of a route. For instance, a route that serves a central business district runs at 
a high frequency during rush hours; a route serving tourist or entertainment sites sees more 
frequency in the evenings or on weekends. Thus, the service level is decided based on what would 
intuitively make sense to a customer, with less regard paid to the performance metrics of the route. 
It often means an agency is providing more service on a route than is necessary just in service of 
the brand. A brand and purpose approach most closely aligns with the Circulator’s current service 
structure. 

HYBRID APPROACH 
A hybrid approach combines the best components of the two previous approaches. An agency 

could develop several brands of service that are easy for customers to understand but are not 
attached to a particular route’s perceived purpose. Then, an evaluation of performance metrics 
determines which brand applies to each route at different times of day. For instance, this means 
that a route that was previously considered to be a “tourist” route—and thus would run with 
frequent service on weekends but less frequent service at other times—might see more service 
during the day if the data shows there is a demand for it. Still, all routes would undergo a data-
driven evaluation at regular points throughout the year, potentially leading to routes being 
reclassified to different bands of frequency. This approach allows for a more efficient use of an 
agency’s resources but still maintains an easy-to-understand timetable. 
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One agency whose service structure resembles this 
hybrid approach is the Columbus-area Central Ohio 
Transit Authority (COTA). Service changes are 
implemented every four months “to meet increasing 
demand and ongoing real estate development and 
infrastructure improvements.”37 In determining these 
service changes, COTA considers public input and 
performance data, but buses remain branded with one 
of three designations: Standard, Frequent, or Rush 
Hour. Specifics about each of these designations are 
shown in Figure 59. This allows COTA to easily 
communicate frequency of service to customers, with 
each route branded by its base level of service. 

  

 
37 COTA, “Service Changes.” https://www.cota.com/servicechanges/. 

Figure 59 | COTA Service Types 
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APPLYING THESE APPROACHES TO THE DC CIRCULATOR 
The data in this TDP was considered with respect to each of the three approaches to imagine 

how new service structures for the Circulator could be implemented. 

DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH 
Under the data-driven approach, annual ridership and boardings per hour were evaluated. 

Figure 60 details annual ridership per route, illustrating that routes GT-US and WP-AM are the 
most-used of the Circulator system. The NM route performs better in the summer months and on 
weekends when tourism and sightseeing are more popular. The EM-LP route has the lowest 
ridership of all routes. 

Figure 60 | Annual Ridership by Route 

When considering boardings per hour (Table 49), the most productive routes on weekdays are 
GT-US and WP-AM. The NM route performs the best on weekends when tourism and sightseeing 
are more popular. The EM-LP route has the lowest productivity, with fewer than 14 boardings per 
hour in every category assessed. 
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Table 47 | Boardings per Hour by Route 

Route Monday - 
Thursday 

Friday Saturday Sunday Average 

DP-RS 22.7 22.1 19.5 17.1 20.4 
GT-US 26.3 22.1 20.8 21.0 22.5 
WP-AM 29.1 29.5 28.1 23.1 27.5 
EM-LP 12.9 12.4 13.1 11.7 12.5 
CH-US 18.2 18.5 12.4 10.0 14.8 
NM 19.8 20.9 43.4 42.8 31.7 
Average 21.5 20.9 22.9 21.0 21.6 

 
Based on the data of existing performance measures, the following guidelines of target 

boardings per period were developed to assist with service level decision-making (Table 50). The 
guidelines were derived by subtracting the average trip ridership from the route with the lowest 
ridership per hour from the average trip ridership across all routes. 

Table 48 | Suggested Service Guidelines 

Period Average 
Trip 
Ridership 

  

Minimum 
Trip 
Ridership 

  

Route 
with 
Minimum 

 

Maximum 
Trip 
Ridership 

  

Service 
Guideline 
(Boardings Per 

 Early AM 
(4AM – 6AM) 

13.3 1.7 EM-LP 33.3 12 

AM Peak 
(6AM – 9AM) 

17.7 1.8 NM 37.8 16 

Midday 
(9AM – 3PM) 

17.2 6.0 NM 31.0 11 

PM Peak 
(3PM – 7PM) 

23.2 6.1 NM 49.3 17 

Evening 
(7 PM – 
11PM) 

12.0 3.8 EM-LP 21.3 8 

Late-
Night 
(11PM – 
4AM) 

11.1 3.0 DP-RS 15.5 8 
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Table 51 shows the current boardings per hour for each route by period and compares that 
number with the standards developed in Table 24. Rows highlighted in red indicate routes that fail 
to meet that threshold. Under the data-driven approach, these routes would be candidates for less 
frequent service during the respective time periods. 

Table 49 | Comparison of Current Boardings per Hour to Target Guideline 

Time Period Route Total Boardings Total Trips Boardings Per Hour Standard 
Early AM CH-US 172 6 28.7 12 

DP-RS 28 5 5.6 12 
EM-LP 29 6 4.8 12 
GT-US 92 6 15.3 12 
WP-AM 81 6 13.5 12 

AM Peak CH-US 951 30 31.7 16 
DP-RS 267 22 12.1 16 
EM-LP 213 30 7.1 16 
GT-US 934 30 31.1 16 
NM-S 119 24 5.0 16 
WP-AM 808 30 26.9 16 

Midday CH-US 2,285 81 28.2 11 
DP-RS 974 80 12.2 11 
EM-LP 589 77 7.6 11 
GT-US 2,291 83 27.6 11 
NM-S 515 84 6.1 11 
WP-AM 2,246 82 27.4 11 

PM Peak CH-US 1,148 36 31.9 17 
DP-RS 822 36 22.8 17 
EM-LP 347 36 9.6 17 
GT-US 1,389 36 38.6 17 
NM-S 246 36 6.8 17 
WP-AM 1,297 36 36.0 17 

Evening CH-US 289 26 11.1 8 
DP-RS 373 62 6.0 8 
EM-LP 106 26 4.1 8 
GT-US 851 61 14.0 8 
WP-AM 748 62 12.1 8 

Late Night DP-RS 464 71 6.5 8 
GT-US 1,268 73 17.4 8 
WP-AM 687 72 9.5 8 
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BRAND AND PURPOSE APPROACH 
Under a brand and purpose approach, the Circulator’s current stated brand could be modified 

to accommodate more levels of service than the strict 10-minute headway approach. In this 
scenario, planners could assign service levels by asking questions like: 

• What is the intent/brand of each route? 
• Are some routes for District residents to get to work? 
• Are some routes for District residents to access entertainment? 
• Are some routes for tourists to get around the city? 
• Do some routes serve a mixture of multiple intents? 

Table 52 assigns frequencies for each time of day to each route based on an intuitive 
understanding of that route’s purpose. In this table, the imagined set of new service levels are 
considered to be Frequent (every 10 minutes), Standard (15 minutes), and Light (20 minutes). 
The exact headways associated with each standard are approximations and are not essential to 
the below matrix. 

Table 50 | Brand-Based Frequency Levels by Time Period and Route 

Route Early AM AM Peak Midday PM Peak Evening Weekend 

DP-RS Standard Frequent Standard Frequent Standard Light 

GT-US Frequent Frequent Frequent Frequent Frequent Frequent 

WP-AM Frequent Frequent Frequent Frequent Frequent Frequent 

EM-LP Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard 

CH-US Standard Frequent Standard Frequent Standard Light 

NMS Light Standard Light Standard Light Frequent 

The advantage to this approach is that it can still match customer’s expectations of a route’s 
frequency while not being overly adherent to 10-minute headways throughout the day. However, 
it also ignores the realities of demand. Furthermore, by assigning discretionary language service 
levels to each route, rather than simply numerical service levels, it allows some flexibility with 
future service changes without confusing riders. 

HYBRID APPROACH 
The hybrid approach would meld the two advantages of the other two approaches. For the 

Circulator, this would entail analyzing route performance every one or two years to determine, and 
justify, service changes. These service evaluations and changes can occur with consistent 
planning objectives, such as the TDP. Even with service changes, routes should remain running 
on fixed intervals that are easily communicable to the public (the Frequent, Standard, and Light 
terminology). In short, DDOT should keep differently branded service levels but should not hesitate 
to reclassify routes based on data. This hybrid approach allows DDOT to remain transparent and 
fair with resources by establishing service guidelines and allows the Circulator to have easy-to-
understand brands of service. 
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FUTURE SERVICE LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS 
Depending on the service structuring approach taken by DDOT, the final route service levels 

will vary; In addition to making recommended alterations to service frequency, DDOT should 
consider a standard method for determining appropriate spans for each route. A proposed method: 

1. Assess each route's boardings per hour for the Early AM and Evening periods against the 
targets defined in Table 25. 

a. If route meets or exceeds the target for a period, then that respective end of the span 
should remain unchanged 

2. If a route does not meet the target, reduce it to the next lowest service level for that period 
(Frequent becomes Standard, Standard becomes Light) 

a. After a defined trial period, repeat step 1 to assess new service levels 
3. If the route still fails to meet that target for a given period after being reduced to the lowest 

service level (Light), remove trips from the tail end of that period (first trips for Early AM, last 
trips for Evening) until span is reduced by an hour.  

a. After a defined trial period, repeat step 2 to assess new service levels 

If DDOT moves forward with an approach like this one, the first routes to pilot it should be the 
National Mall Route (NMS), the Eastern Market – L’Enfant Plaza Route (EMLP), and Georgetown 
– Union Station Route (GT-US). These routes have been identified by DDOT staff are pilots for 
this approach due to combinations of existing route performance and logistic considerations where 
alignment changes may not be desired or sufficient in improving performance.  

OTHER BRANDING CONSIDERATIONS 
Under any changes to service structure, the DC Circulator’s original branding may require some 
modifications. There are other brand-based changes that could be implemented simultaneously 

Figure 61 | Before-and-After Illustration of Enhanced Headsign 
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to reinforce service changes to passengers. For instance, a route’s color could be a bigger part of 
its identity, or a bus’s headsign could note the service level of the route by showing headways. In 
Figure 61, the image on the left shows a current DC Circulator bus and headsign. The illustration 
on the right shows an enhanced headsign which could include the branding color indicating the 
service type (here yellow, detailing that the GT-US route is operating with 15-minute frequency) 
and an electronic display showing the number of minutes until the next bus. 

Providing passengers with more information while they are waiting for the DC Circulator will 
also help with system legibility. For instance, the design of the current street-level DC Circulator 
stop sign is shown on the left in Figure 20 (this figure is merely illustrative, with a generic stop 
identification number). This sign provides little information to a user unfamiliar with the Circulator 
system brand. Redesigned stop signs, like those shown on the right in Figure 62, provide more 
context. Some of the new features of these signs include: 

• Including the destination of the route, which explains the four-letter abbreviation used under 
the route’s color 

• Including the name of the stop 
• Providing more instructions about how to use the stop ID to access real-time information. 

Given that the original purpose of the DC Circulator’s 10-minute headways was to eliminate 
the need to consult a schedule, it is no surprise that DC Circulator stops currently lack printed 
maps or timetables. But under any shift in service structure that moves away from 10-minute 
headways, it is essential to provide more information to passengers while they wait. Figure 63 
illustrates a proposed diagram that would be installed at the southbound 14th Street/U Street NW 
stop on the Woodley Park-Adams Morgan route. Some of the critical features of this sign are: 

• Renamed routes based on their endpoints (in this case, to Woodley Park-McPherson 
Square)38 

• All stops shown along the route in order to provide a complete picture, with the already-passed 
stops grayed out 

• The current stop is clearly labeled with “You Are Here” and the direction the bus is headed 
• Subsequent stops and Metro connections are apparent at a glance. 

 
38 This is included in Year 1 of the 2020 TDP overall recommendations. The destination-based naming convention should be 
used as a standard for any new or existing Circulator route. 

Figure 62 | Current and Proposed Enhanced Circulator Stop Signs 
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In the 2020 Draft Report, one recommendation was to place enhanced signs at bus stops that 
would provide customers with detailed information that customers need to know about DC 
Circulator. Based on further evaluation of the feasibility and functionality of the enhanced bus stop 
signs, DDOT staff recommends no further consideration of the enhanced bus stop signs. 
Alternative solutions include improving DDOT’s available information on digital resources online 
and on mobile devices. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NEXT STEPS 
During the September 2021 planning meeting, DDOT staff determined that a hybrid approach 

to service structure and branding would best serve the system as it changes and grows (though 
public comments were primarily concerned with service structure recommendations, no comments 
were received concerning branding proposals). This analysis outlines only a few of several capital 
and service improvements that can made to help residents and visitors better navigate the DC 
Circulator system. These options should be studied more in depth in the future to understand how 
to optimize capital costs to fit the unique needs of District residents and the Circulator system. 

Figure 63 | Proposed Stop-Level Sign Schematic and Proposed Enhanced Schematic 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter outlines options for phasing of the recommendations made by the TDP 2020 
Update and estimates the cost of implementing each recommendation. 

5.1. Service Phasing 
Any service change requires careful planning and methodical investment. The service changes 

proposed in this TDP should be phased in over one to five years. The first year of implementation 
is referred to as short-term recommendations. Mid-term recommendations are implemented in the 
second year to third year, and long-term in the fourth or fifth year. The following chapter will outline 
this implementation plan of the recommendations laid out in this document. 

SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Route Change Change in 
Revenue 

Hours 

Change in 
Peak Vehicle 

Needs 

System Benefit 

GT-
US 

Implement stop 
consolidation 
recommended in 
2017 TDP 

- +2 Improved stop spacing may 
have positive impacts on bus 
speeds.  

 
GT-US STOP CONSOLIDATION 

The Georgetown – Union Station route currently exceeds the Circulator Standard for stop 
spacing of four stops per mile. A stop inventory was conducted by 2017 in tandem with the 2017 
TDP, and 11 stops were selected for consolidation. improve productivity, running time, and 
reliability, particularly for routes with low boarding/alighting stops in proximity. More information 
on the identified stops for consolidation can be found in Section 4.1. 
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MID-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Route Change Change in 
Revenue 

Hours 

Change in 
Peak 

Vehicle 
Needs 

System Benefit 

New 
Ward 
7 
Route 

Introduce new 
route from 
Deanwood Metro 
station to Union 
Station. 

+58,450 +12 Introduce DDOT bus 
service to Ward 7 which 
currently has no Circulator 
routes. Provide a unique 
connection and service for 
District residents. 

 
NEW WARD 7 ROUTE 

The new route in Ward 7 from Deanwood Metro station to Union Station should be introduced 
in the FY2023, or mid-term, of implementation. DDOT proposes to implement the new route in FY 
2023, subject to necessary improvements to operations and maintenance facilities, and 
procurement of the required vehicles to serve the route. This alignment was chosen after an 
extensive alternative analysis and public outreach process outlined in Chapter 5.0, section 5.5. 
This route is 14.5 miles long and is proposed to run from Monday-Saturday from 6:00 am to 9:00 
pm and on Sunday from 7:00 am – 9:00 pm This new route would require 12 peak vehicles and 
58,450 annual revenue hours. This route connects two existing DC Circulator routes at the 
proposed transit hub on E Street NW outside of Union Station. Further refinement of the route will 
need to be performed on its approach to Union Station, as addressed in Appendix H, due to 
potential vehicle turning hazards. 
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LONG-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Route Change Change in 
Revenue 

Hours 

Change in 
Peak 

Vehicle 
Needs 

System Benefit 

GT-
US 

• Realign route at 
Georgetown 
University and 
Reservoir Road, 
terminus Alignment 
2 

• Move Stop at Union 
Station 

-3,065 +2 • Directly serve 
Georgetown 
University 

• Create a transfer hub 
at Union Station to 
directly connect to 
NMS 

RS-
DP 

Extend Route from 
Dupont to U Street, 
terminus Alignment 2 

+27,690 +6 Increase ridership by 
extending Circulator to 
a prevalent activity 
center and connect RS-
DP to WP-AM 

 
 
GT-US UNION STATION REALIGNMENT 

Union Station is a major transit hub for the District with 
commuter and local services circulating all day. There are 
currently three DC Circulator routes that terminate at Union 
Station, however, there is not one shared stop. This TDP 
recommendation would realign the GT-US route to serve the 
NMS stop on the Northbound side of E Street NE (Figure 
65). There are currently no amenities at this bus stop, 
therefore this recommendation would include significant 
upgrades to the site to make it more suitable as a transit hub 
for these two Circulator routes (including wayfinding for other 
Circulator connections). There are currently two parking 
spaces located behind the concrete stop pad that would need 
to be removed to accommodate more vehicles. 

Combined with the Georgetown west end realignment of 
GT-US, this Union Station realignment and stop 
consolidation would reduce the annual revenue hours of the 
GT-US route by 3,065 but require two additional vehicles 
(due to a transition to a battery electric bus fleet). 

  

Figure 64 | Union Station Transit Hub 

and Stop Relocation 
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GT-US GEORGETOWN REALIGNMENT 
The Georgetown – Union Station route currently terminates at Wisconsin Avenue NW and 35th 

Street NW. This end of line provides a convenient turn around for this part of the route but does 
not directly serve the Georgetown campus. The proposed realignment would bring the route to 
the Georgetown University Medical Campus and Hospital via Reservoir Road NW (Figure 64). 
Assuming the implementation of terminus Alternative 2 at Georgetown St. Mary’s Hall, this 
alignment would stop first at Reservoir Road and 35th Street NW which is currently owned by 
WMATA and served by Metrobus route D6, before the final stop at Tondorf Road. 

 
Figure 65 | GT-US Georgetown Realignment 
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RS-DP EXTENSION 
Assuming that the RS-DP route will terminate along Alignment 2, outlined in Section 5.4, this 

service change will add an additional 18,735 annual revenue hours and require six more peak 
vehicles. The added service to a major activity center will lead to an increase in ridership and 
brings DC Circulator service to the Shaw neighborhood. 

This recommendation was first introduced in the 2014 TDP. Since then, U Street has been 
grown as a prominent activity center in the District. Section 4.1 of this report outlined two U Street 
terminus alignments for this route extension. Terminus alignment 2 provides a more direct 
connection to the Green and Yellow line at the Shaw/Howard University Metro station. This 
extension adds 11 and 12 stops for each terminus alignment respectively (Figure 66). 

Figure 66 | RS-DP U Street Extension Proposed Alignment and Stops 
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5.2. Estimated Costs 
OPERATION COSTS 

The cost per revenue hour for bus service at DDOT in 2019 was estimated to be $92.87. Using 
projected operating hours for each route recommendation, the following operation costs were 
calculated for each year of implementation (Table 53). Annual revenue hours from 2019 were 
used to estimate the increase in costs based on the calculated percent change in annual revenue 
hours for each recommendation. 

Table 51 | Proposed Change in Operating Costs by Implementation Phase 

Phase Route Percent Change in 
Revenue Hours 

Increase in Operating Costs 

  Alignment 1 Alignment 2 Alignment 1 Alignment 2 
Mid-term Ward 7 

Route 
100% - $5,428,070 

Long-
term 

RS-DP* 70% 70% $ 1,739,919  $ 1,739,919  

Long-
term 

GT-US* -5% -5% -$284,580 -$284,580 

TDP Total   $6,883,409 $6,883,409 
*These route recommendations have two similar alignment options that affect operating characteristics. Only one 
should be implemented. 

CAPITAL COSTS 
Capital costs are an important consideration in the implementation plan. Vehicle purchases 

can often take a year or more to be fulfilled and ready for service. Additionally, bus stop changes 
can require permits, infrastructure, and coordination with other agencies. This section outlines 
these considerations for each of the recommendations in the TDP. 

FLEET NEEDS 
The current DC Circulator fleet totals 72 vehicles. The implementation of this TDP would 

require an additional 20 vehicles, with the bulk of the vehicle needs coming from the introduction 
of the Ward 7 route in the mid-term (Table 54). Additionally, as the fleet transitions to battery 
electric buses, additional vehicles may be required due to the decrease in vehicle maximum hours. 

Table 52 | Additional Vehicle Needs 

Phase Route Change in Peak Vehicle Needs 

Mid-term Ward 7 Route +12 

Long-term GT-US +2 

RS-DP +6 

TDP Total +20 
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FACILITY NEEDS 

Relocating bus stops require man hours, equipment, and resources. This section outlines the 
potential capital costs associated with bus stop changes recommended in this TDP and is 
summarized in (Table 55). The current active bus stops used by DDOT total 141 and most of 
these are shared with WMATA. Additionally, there are stops that may be used for event and 
seasonal service not mentioned in this chapter.  

Table 53 | Recommended Bus Stop Changes 

Phase Route Bus Stops 
Change 

Added Stops at 
Existing Stop 

Existing 
Stops 

Proposed Total 
Stops 

Alignment 1 2 1 2  1 2 

Short-term GT-US -11 -11 - - 48 37 37 

Mid-term Ward 7 
Route 

+19 - - 19 

Long-term RS-DP* -1, +13 -1, +16 6 10 16 28 31 

GT-US* -3, +2 -3, +2 1 1 37 36 36 
*These route recommendations have two similar alignment options that affect operating characteristics. Only one 
should be implemented. 

In the mid-term, the introduction of the Ward 7 route will require DDOT to install 19 new bus 
stops. The stops selected for this route are conveniently located at 19 existing WMATA stops. 
Consideration should be taken for the increased volume of buses at each stop and amenities 
should be added where necessary. 

Of the 13 to 15 stops recommended to be added to the RS-DP route, six to nine of them are 
located at existing WMATA stops, for each alignment option respectively. However, the RS-DP 
route will no longer follow a logical naming convention when extended from Dupont Circle to U 
Street. A name change would be beneficial for passengers which would require each of the current 
16 bus stop signs to also be reprinted. 

At Union Station, it is recommended to add passenger amenities such as a shelter, benches, 
and a trash can to better accommodate the increase in passengers and transfers. 
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